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ABSTRACT
The design of a re lia b le  control scheme and e f f ic ie n t  computer con­
tro l algorithm for the double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  col­
umns under floa ting  pressure operation to control four product 
compositions on setpoint specifications has been studied. The system 
includes a p a ir of d is t il la t io n  columns with the vapors of one column 
providing the heat source fo r the other column.
The economic p ro f ita b ili t ie s  of four d iffe re n t configurations of the 
double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns fo r the methanol and 
water system have been investigated using the ASPEN PLUS process simu­
la tion  program. Three of the four configurations of the double e ffec t 
heat integrated columns have been shown to be very p ro fitab le  because 
the payout time to invest in an additional column is  less than one year.
The energy balance control scheme, the material balance control 
scheme, the modified material balance control scheme, and Ryskamp's con­
tro l scheme have been compared using the feedback PI control algorithm  
and the m ultivariab le Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm based on 
simulation. The dynamic simulation program, which has features to ca l­
culate the thermodynamic properties using nonideal solution models and 
which allows the column pressure to vary with time, has been constructed 
employing Gear's im p lic it  in tegrator.
When the feedback PI control algorithm is  used, the rank of the per­
formance of the control schemes is , in descending order, Ryskamp's con-
- x i i i -
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tro l scheme, the energy balance control scheme, the modified material 
balance control scheme, and the material balance control scheme. When 
the DMC control algorithm is  applied, the performance of the energy bal­
ance control scheme is superior to that of Ryskamp's control scheme and 
the material balance control scheme. The DMC control algorithm has been 
proved to work well even though the dynamic matrix does not accurately 
represent the process.
-xiv-
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEWS
This research deals with the process control of the double e ffect 
heat integrated d is t i l la t io n  columns (Figure 1 -1 ). The system of double 
effec t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns consists of a pair of dis­
t i l la t io n  columns with the vapors of one column providing the heat 
source fo r the other column. Therefore, the condenser of the f i r s t  col­
umn serves also as the rebo iler of the second column. A requirement of 
th is  process is  that the operating pressure of the f i r s t  column be high­
er than that of the second column so that the required temperature d i f ­
ference can be achieved in the common heat exchanger. This kind of 
design is  very a ttra c tiv e  because of its  energy savings over the conven­
tional single e ffe c t d is t il la t io n  column.
1.1 INCENTIVES AND OBJECTIVES
The incentives to do th is  research are not only because the 
double-effect configuration can save a great deal of the energy required 
to operate the columns but also because th is  process is  more d i f f ic u lt  
to control than a single column process since i t  has stronger in te r­
action. The in teraction  of the d is t il la t io n  column depends on the pa ir­
ings of the controlled and the manipulated variables, symmetry of 
product s p lit ,  symmetry of feed composition, re la tiv e  v o la t i l i t y ,  reflux
-  1 -
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1Figure 1-1. The Double Effect Heat Integrated Distillation Columns.
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ra tio , etc. Unfortunately, no single correlation so fa r  has described 
a ll  these relevant factors quan tita tive ly . The use of dynamic simu­
lation  is  believed to be the most re lia b le  method to v e r ify  each control 
scheme d ire c tly  since i t  is  easy to augment a l l  the relevant factors 
into a program fo r complete consideration. The objectives of th is  re­
search are:
1. To evaluate the economic p ro f ita b ili ty  fo r the double e ffe c t heat 
integrated d is t il la t io n  columns, and
2. To choose a re lia b le  control scheme and an e f f ic ie n t  computer con­
tro l algorithm fo r the double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  
columns under floa ting  pressure operation to control a l l  four prod­
uct compositions on setpoint specifications.
As a resu lt, th is  double e ffe c t configuration w ill  be not only econom­
ic a lly  p ro fitab le  but also p rac tica lly  operable.
Conventionally, the d is t il la t io n  process is operated under constant 
pressure. In th is  research, the floa ting  pressure operation, noted by 
Shinskey (1977) and Lupfer (1978), w ill  be applied. I t  means th a t the 
pressure in the high pressure column is  fu lly  loaded on the low pressure 
column and that in the low pressure column is  fu lly  loaded on the con­
denser. Due to the characteristics of se lf-reg u la tio n , the pressure 
w ill rise  to a new equilibrium  -vel when the boilup is  increased. The 
floa ting  presure operation is  implemented here, because i t  reduces the 
energy consumption. The pressures are allowed to f lo a t to  reach the mi­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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nimum pressures fo r the existing operating conditions so that the re la ­
t iv e  v o la t i l i t y  is  maximized and the energy used fo r separation is 
minimized. The consideration of flo a tin g  pressure operation makes th is  
research unique to most of the previous studies on process control of 
d is t il la t io n  columns.
The rest of th is  chapter reviews the lite ra tu re  on the d iffe ren t 
kinds of control schemes fo r single columns, the d iffe re n t control algo­
rithms, the d iffe re n t configurations of the double e ffe c t heat in te ­
grated d is t il la t io n  columns, and the previous studies on process control 
of the double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns. F in a lly , the 
major sections of th is  dissertation are overviewed.
1.2 CONTROL SCHEMES FOR A SINGLE COLUMN
For a single column, there are two most prevailing control schemes, 
the conventional or energy balance control (EBC) scheme and the material 
balance control (MBC) scheme. The EBC scheme is  shown in Figure 1-2. 
The energy balance control scheme means that the con tro ller regulates 
the energy in and out of the column by manipulating the re flux  flow into  
the column and the heat input to the column rebcriler. That is ,  the re­
flux  is  manipulated to control the d is t i l la te  composition and the dis­
t i l l a t e  is  manipulated to control the re flux  drum leve l. The bottom 
composition is  controlled by the heat input, and the base level is  con-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1-2 Energy Balance Control Scheme.
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tro lle d  by the bottom product ra te . For the material balance control 
scheme, one of the product compositions is controlled by the product 
flow at that end. The other product flow is  manipulated to control the 
level at the other end since two product flows cannot be set independ­
ently . Therefore, the MBC scheme can be arranged as in e ith er Figure 
1-3 or Figure 1-4.
Which of the two schemes performs better remains uncertain. Accord­
ing to Ryskamp (1980), the EBC scheme has stronger interaction between 
the heat and mass balances than the MBC scheme. When more lig h t compo­
nent enters the column with the feed, the heat input must increase to 
vaporize the lig h t component; the overhead vapor also increases. For 
the EBC scheme, the d is t i l la te  w ill increase before the composition con­
tr o lle r  responds because the reflux drum level is  controlled by the dis­
t i l l a t e .  The d is t i l la te  which is an independent mass balance variable  
is  dependent on heat input which is  a heat balance variab le . The in te r­
action is obvious, fo r any disturbance to the heat balance w ill cause 
variation of the d is t i l la t e ,  and then the mass balance. On the other 
hand, the MBC scheme has less interaction between the heat and mass bal­
ances because the reflux drum leve l, which increases due to the increase 
of heat input, is  controlled by the reflux which is  dependent on heat 
balance. Note that the MBC scheme is  not without in teraction , however. 
In addition, the MBC scheme has the con tro lle r saturation problem. That 
is ,  i f  the d is t i l la te  composition con tro lle r has to be put in manual due 
to the service of the d is t i l la te  composition analyzer, then the bottom 
composition con tro lle r must be put in manual, else i t  w ill saturate. 
Ryskamp (1980) also indicated that the EBC scheme is  superior a t low re -
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1-4. The Material Balance Control Scheme (X̂ — R, X^— B),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
reflux ra tio s , e .g ., L/D < 1, and the MBC scheme is superior at high re­
flux  ra tio s , e .g ., L/D > 5.
McAvoy and Weischedel (1980) compared the performances of both the 
MBC and EBC schemes using dynamic simulation on two columns which have 
reflux ra tios  1.30 and 1.71 respectively. When the composition analyzer 
had a dead time of one minute or less, the EBC scheme is  superior to the 
MBC scheme. However, the MBC scheme becomes superior to the EBC scheme 
when the analyzer dead time is  greater than fiv e  minutes. They stressed 
the importance of dynamic interaction since the changes of dead time due 
to the analyzer give rise to d iffe ren t re la tiv e  control performances 
from what the re la tiv e  gain matrix (RGM) predicts.
Shinskey (1977) pointed out that van Kampen (1965) used feedforward 
control to impose the external material balance on the column in ternals . 
This scheme is  called the modified material balance control scheme in 
th is  research since only the reflux signal is  modified compared to the 
MBC scheme. The reflux is  set by the following equation
R = *L -  K1.mat 0
where
is the output signal of the level contro ller
K. . is  feedforward gain i ,mat
D is  lin ear flow signal of the d is t i l la te
Actually, the pairing between the controlled and the manipulated var­
iables is not lim ited to the prim itive type of variables such as d is t i l ­
la te  composition (X^) and bottom composition (X^) fo r the controlled
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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variables, and reflux flow (R ), d is t i l la te  flow (D ), and boil up (V) for 
the manipulated variables. Many other control schemes are discussed in 
the following sections.
The composition can also be controlled by the ra tio  of two prim itive  
type of manipulated variables. Ryskamp (1980) proposed that the d is t i l ­
la te  composition can be controlled by the fra c tio n , D/(R+D) (Figure 
1 -5 ). When more l ig h t  component enters the column with the feed, the 
heat input w ill  increase to vaporize the lig h t component, and the boil up 
w ill then increase. The additional condensed vapor is distributed into  
both the d is t i l la te  and the reflux according to the reflux ra tio . As a 
resu lt, Ryskamp1s control scheme results in a more nearly constant com­
position in the d is t i l la te  than e ither the MBC scheme or the EBC scheme. 
Tsagas and McAvoy (1981) proved by simulation th a t Ryskamp's control 
scheme is  indeed superior to both the MBC and the EBC schemes. In addi­
tio n , i t  does not in h e rit the saturation problems th at the material bal­
ance control scheme has. Shinskey (1984) did a thorough research on the 
pairings of binary columns using RGM analysis on d iffe re n t feed compos­
itio n s , product compositions, the number of theoretical stages, and re­
flux  ra tios . Among the four schemes which were considered by him as 
optimum for certain classes of columns, each scheme has a t least one ma­
nipulated variable which is  a ra tio  of two stream flows.
In place o f the composition, new controlled Variables, such as sepa­
ration factor (S) and a combination variable ($ ) ,  are used. Waltz 
(1980) paired the d is t i l la te  composition (X^) with the d is t i l la te  (D ),
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R+D
Figure 1-5 Ryskamp's Control Scheme.
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and the separation factor (S) with the heat input. The separation fac­
to r is  defined as:
Xd (1 -  Xb)
S "
Weber and Gaitonde (1982) paired the £ with the d is t i l la te  (D ), and the 
separation factor (S) with the heat input. The £ is  defined as:
£ = K(Xd) ♦ Xb 
where K is defined as:
McAvoy (1983) showed that the gain of £ with respect to V is close to 
zero, i . e . ,
3?
  = 0
3V
A decoupling e ffe c t then results.
The control scheme which has non-primitive type of controlled or ma­
nipulated variables has better con tro ller performance because i t  has 
more or less p a rtia l decoupling imbedded to resu lt in less interaction  
between the loops. However, these control schemes are more involved, 
and the e ffe c t of the manipulated variable on the controlled variable is  
more d i f f ic u l t  to understand than those control schemes which are asso­
ciated with only p rim itive  type of controlled and manipulated variables.
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1.3 CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Standard feedback PID control algorithm has been well known fo r a 
long time. I t  applies the lin ear combination of proportional, in teg ra l, 
and derivative modes on the error of current and previous sampling time 
to calculate the present control move. The tuning constants associated 
with these three d iffe re n t modes can be approximated by many tuning fo r­
mulas fo r the single input and single output process. However, those 
tuning formulas are based mostly on sim plified dynamic models with f i r s t  
order plus dead time process models instead of using the rigorous dynam­
ic  models. The feedback PID algorithm has d if f ic u lty  when i t  deals with 
highly in teractive  m ultivariable processes.
Recently, a control algorithm called the Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) 
Algorithm which was developed by Shell Oil Company is a model-based, 
predictive, and m ultivariable control algorithm. I t  considers a ll  the 
interactions fo r a l l  the manipulated variables to a ll  the controlled  
variables. Better con tro ller performance is  anticipated because of the 
complete decoupling i t  affords.
The DMC algorithm has been applied successfully to processes such as 
furnances (C utle r and Ramaker, 1979) and cat-crackers (P re tt and G il­
le t te ,  1979). Since the DMC algorithm is  m ultivariable in nature, i t  
would lend i t s e l f  to the control of the more complex processes with 
higher interactions such as d is t il la t io n  columns and m ultiple e ffect 
heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns. Should the DMC algorithm work
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well fo r the d is t il la t io n  process with the prim itive type of controlled  
and manipulated variables, the d if f ic u lty  in understanding the in te r­
action of the non-primitive type of variables would be avoided.
1.4 THE CONFIGURATIONS OF DOUBLE EFFECT DISTILLATION COLUMNS
Four d iffe re n t configurations of the double e ffe c t heat integrated  
d is t il la t io n  columns (Figure 1-6) are introduced f i r s t .  For the sake of 
uniformity, the notations fo r these four configurations used by Chiang 
and Luyben (1983) are retained.
(1 ) Feed S p lit columns: (FS)
The feed is  s p lit  into two streams and fed to two columns 
separately. The products of two top ends or two bottom ends 
are suitably mixed fo r downstream usage.
(2 ) Light Split/Forward heat integration Columns: (LS/F)
A ll the feed is  fed to the high pressure column in which the 
bottom product flow is  fed to the low pressure column.
(3 ) Light Split/Reverse heat integration columns: (LS/R)
A ll the feed is fed to the low pressure column in which the 
bottom product flow is  fed to the high pressure column.




Figure 1-6. Four Different Configurations of the Double Effect 
Heat Integrated Distillation Columns.
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(4 ) Heavy Split/Forward heat integration columns: (HS/F)
A ll the feed is  fed to the high pressure column in which the 
d is t i l la te  flow is  fed to the low pressure column.
For a ll  the configurations above, the overhead vapor in the high 
pressure column is  the heat source of the low pressure column. The two 
columns are operated in p ara lle l fo r the FS configuration, and in series 
fo r the LS/F, LS/R, and HS/F configurations.
1.5 THE PROCESS CONTROL OF DOUBLE EFFECT DISTILLATION COLUMNS
The double e ffe c t d is t il la t io n  columns use the overhead vapor of the 
high pressure column as the heating medium to the low pressure column,
i . e . ,  the condenser of the high pressure column serves as the rebo iler  
of the low pressure column. With th is  design, the u t i l i t y  cost is  a l­
most h a lf of what i t  would be i f  the two columns were operated separate­
ly . Although the double e ffe c t heat integrated columns can reduce 
energy consumption, only a few studies about the process control have 
been done.
Tyreus and Luyben (1976) v e rified  the control- strategies by dynamic 
simulation on feed s p lit  (FS) columns of two binary systems which are 
propylene-propane and methanol-water. A flooded condenser served as 
part of the common heat exchanger. In the propylene-propane system, the
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product compositions were set at (0 .99 , 0.05) and the reflux ratios of 
the two columns were 23.5 and 16.6 respectively. Both d is t i l la te  com­
positions were controlled by the ra tio  of (D/R). The bottom composition 
in the high pressure column was controlled by the heat input, while that 
in the low pressure column was controlled by the feed s p lit  ra tio . The 
pressure in each column was controlled by the condensation rate from 
flooded condenser. Heavy o sc illa tio n  on the bottom composition in the 
low pressure column was observed. Use of an a u x ilia ry  reboiler and an 
au x ilia ry  condenser improved the con tro ller performance. In the metha­
nol -water system, the product compositions were set at (0.999, 0.001), 
while the reflux ratios were 1.5 and 1.01 respectively. Due to n o n -li­
nearity , instead of two top tray  temperatures, two intermediate tray  
temperatures were controlled by the heat input to the high pressure col­
umn and the reflux in the low pressure column respectively. The pres­
sure in the high pressure column was controlled by the d is t i l la te ,  while 
that in the low pressure column was atmospheric. Again, the use of an 
au x ilia ry  rebo iler and condenser is  the only solution to handle the var­
ious types of load disturbances.
Frey et a l . (1984) examined the re la tiv e  gain matrix for the feed 
s p lit  double e ffe c t heat integrated columns. The re la tiv e  gain matrix 
indicates that the two columns can be decoupled i f  two bottom compos­
itio n s  are controlled by the ra tios  of the vapor to feed rate (V /F) re­
spectively and two d is t i l la te  compositions are controlled by the reflux  
to vapor ra tio  (R/V) respectively. The interactions between the pres­
sure loops and the composition loops are ignored, because the response 
of the pressure loops are assumed faster than those of composition
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loops. The resu lt is a ttra c tiv e  since no au x ilia ry  rebo iler or conden­
ser is  used. They also analyzed the re la tiv e  gain matrix of the config­
uration in which the bottom product stream of the high pressure column 
is  flashed to the base of the low pressure column. The controlled v a ri­
ables are then reduced to three since the bottom composition of the high 
pressure column is  not controlled. However, the RGM analysis indicates 
that the material integration configuration has stronger interaction  
than the orig inal feed s p lit  configuration does. Note that they did not 
v e rify  these control schemes using dynamic simulation.
Ryskamp (1980) applied his control scheme, in which the d is t i l la te  
composition is  controlled by the ra tio  D/(R+D), to the (HS/F) heat in te ­
grated columns. The heat transfer rate between the two columns was 
fixed by setting the flow of condensate leaving the common heat exchan­
ger, which is  a flooded condenser. Moreover, an au x ilia ry  rebo iler was 
in s ta lled  to the low pressure column to compensate fo r in s u ffic ien t  
availab le heat and to control the bottom composition in the low pressure 
column. The pressure in the high pressure column was controlled by the 
heat input to the column. As a resu lt, the bottom composition in the 
high pressure column has to be controlled by the feed rate which is  from 
upstream and undesirable fo r service as a manipulated variab le. Both 
d is t i l la te  compositions are controlled by the ra tio s , D/(R+D). This 
control strategy was reported to be in s ta lled  in real columns and was 
reported to s t i l l  perform well a fte r  six months in service.
Takamatsu et a l . (1983) applied the EBC scheme to the feed s p lit  (FS) 
columns with composition setpoints at (0 .9 5 , 0.01) and the reflux ratios
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at 1.47 and 1.41 respectively. The pressure in the high pressure column 
was controlled by the d is t i l la te  from the flooded condenser, while that 
in the low pressure column was controlled by the cooling water rate. 
Two d is t i l la te  compositions were controlled by th e ir  reflux flows re­
spectively. Bottom composition in the high pressure column is con­
tro lle d  by heat input, while that in the low pressure column was 
controlled by feed s p li t .  The four controlled and four manipulated var­
iables are dealt with in the frequency domain by applying the General­
ized Gershgorin-Pseudo-Band method. According to dynamic simulation, 
the compositions reached steady state 80-100 minutes a fte r  a 10% step 
change on feed composition.
1.6 SUMMARY
A ll the previous studies on the heat integrated columns are under 
dual compositions control and constant pressure operation. Both Tyreus 
and Luyben (1976) and Ryskamp (1980) used a feedback control algorithm, 
while Takamatsu used the Generalized Gershgorin-Pseudo-Band method. 
Both Tyreus and Luyben (1976) and Takamatsu et a l . (1983) basically  used 
the energy balance control scheme, while Ryskamp used his own scheme. 
Tyreus e t a l . used a u x ilia ry  rebo iler and condenser to decouple the two 
columns and a lle v ia te  the o sc illa tio n s . Ryskamp decoupled the two col­
umns by fix ing  the heat transfer rate transferred from the high pressure 
column to the low pressure column. He also used an au x ilia ry  rebo iler
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to balance the required heat. These approaches improve contro ller per­
formance at the cost of higher energy consumption. Only Ryskamp has im­
plemented the control scheme in real columns; both Tyreus et a l . and 
Takamatsu et a l . v e rifie d  th e ir  control schemes using dynamic simu­
la tio n .
This research is  more energy-saving-oriented in operation and design 
than the e a r lie r  works which paid attention to control study only. The 
columns are operated under flo a tin g  pressure to save energy consumption 
as opposed to employing the constant pressure operation. The potential 
d if f ic u lty  in controlling the double-effect configuration is  that i t  has 
stronger in teraction  than the single column. The use of an au x ilia ry  
rebo iler fo r the low pressure column to decouple the two columns, dimin­
ishes the advantage of heat in tegration . Instead of using an au x ilia ry  
rebo iler to improve the con tro lle r performance, a rigorous m ultivariable  
DMC algorithm is  applied in th is  research to deal with the process in ­
volving complex in teraction . As a re s u lt, th is  research studies the 
process control based on an economic process design with an economic op­
eration mode.
In the control studies, th is  research d iffe rs  from the e a r lie r  ones 
in that not only the feedback PI control algorithm but also the m ulti-  
variable and model predictive DMC algorithm is  applied to such a complex 
d is t i l la t io n  process as there are four controlled and four manipulated 
variables. The performances of four d iffe re n t control schemes, which 
are prototypes of existing control schemes fo r d is t il la t io n , and two 
d iffe re n t control algorithms are compared on a rigorous dynamic simu­
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la tio n . The result of comparison provides a solution of choosing an e f­
f ic ie n t  control scheme and algorithm for the double-effect columns. 
Therefore, th is  is a more complete study of process control than previ­
ous ones fo r the double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns.
1.7 OUTLINE OF DISSERTATION
The outline of th is  d issertation is  described in the following para­
graphs.
Chapter 1 introduced the system of the double e ffe c t heat integrated  
d is t il la t io n  columns, and the incentives and objectives of doing this  
research. The d iffe re n t kinds of control schemes fo r single columns 
were reviewed since the basic design of control scheme can be modified 
and extended to the double e ffec t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns. 
The control algorithms, the PI algorithm and the Dynamic Matrix Control 
algorithm, were also reviewed.
Chapter 2 evaluates the p ro f ita b ili ty  of the double e ffe c t heat in te­
grated d is t il la t io n  columns. Four d iffe re n t configurations of the dou­
ble e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns are considered. The 
most economic configuration w ill be used fo r process control study.
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Chapter 3 describes the dynamic simulation program which is  used fo r  
verific a tio n  of the d iffe re n t control schemes. A lite ra tu re  review on 
dynamic simulation is  presented. The assumptions and equations of the 
dynamic models are reviewed.
Chapter 4 compares the performances of four conventional control 
schemes, i . e . ,  the EBC scheme, the MBC scheme, the Modified MBC scheme, 
and Ryskamp1s control scheme, employing the PI control algorithm using 
dynamic simulation. The control schemes are v e rifie d  f i r s t  on the lower 
purity  columns with product compositions (0 .9 5 , 0 .05 ). Then, the con­
t r o l le r  performance is  checked on columns with purer product compos­
itions  (0 .985, 0.015) to see i f  the rank of the performance of the 
control schemes, drawn from the low purity columns, holds true.
Chapter 5 compares the contro ller performances using the DMC algo­
rithm and the PI algorithm under the disturbance of feed composition 
change. Then the sen s itiv ity  of the DMC algorithm to d iffe re n t disturb­
ances other than feed composition change is  studied. The robustness of 
the DMC algorithm is  also analyzed.
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions and makes recommendations fo r  
future research.
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CHAPTER 2 
ECONOMIC EVALUATION
This chapter intends to answer the following questions:
1. whether the double e ffe c t heat integrated column scheme is  more eco­
nomical in operation than the conventional single column,
2. which of the four configurations is  the most p ro fitab le , and
3. what is  the se n s itiv ity  of the p ro f ita b ili ty  fo r the chosen config­
uration.
To answer these questions, the p ro f ita b ili ty  based on payout time is 
studied. Payout time is the time that is  required fo r the investment in 
an additional column to be o ffset by the saving in u t i l i t y  costs due to 
energy in tegration . The payout times for four d iffe re n t configurations 
of the double e ffec t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns, over the con­
ventional single column are compared by processing the same amount of 
feed. The s e n s itiv itie s  of the p ro f ita b ili ty  fo r a chosen configuration 
are studied on: feed composition, operating pressure, product compos­
itio n s , and difference in normal boiling points fo r the mixture. The 
tool used is  the ASPEN PLUS package which can do both process simulation 
and economic evaluation.
-  23 -
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2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
For a l l  the four configurations described in Chapter one, the over­
head vapor in the high pressure column is  the heat source of the low 
pressure column. The two columns are operated in para lle l fo r the FS 
configuration, while they are operated in series fo r the LS/F, LS/R, and 
HS/F configurations.
Chiang and Luyben (1983) compared fiv e  d iffe re n t configurations of 
the double e ffe c t heat integrated columns fo r the methanol and water 
system based on the energy consumption. Their models assumed that tray  
effic iency is  75/o, the heat loss amounts to 5% of the to ta l heat input, 
the vapor is  ideal gas, and product p u rities  are (0.999, 0 .001). Four 
of the f iv e  configurations are illu s tra te d  in Figure 1-6. The rank of 
preferred configuration varies on the feed composition of methanol. 
When the composition of methanol in the feed is  0 .8 , the rank of pre­
ferred configuration, in descending order, is  LS/R, FS, LS/F, PF/F, and 
HS/F, based on the energy consumption in the rebo iler. On the other 
hand, when the composition of methanol in the feed is  0 .3 , the rank of 
preferred configuration, in descending order, is  LS/R, FS, LS/F, HS/F, 
and PF/F, based on the energy consumption in the rebo iler. However, 
three configurations, FS, LS/F, and LS/R, do not make much difference in 
the energy consumption at both feed compositions. One of the configura­
tions that is  not shown in Figure 1-6 is  the prefractionator/forward  
heat integration (PF/F) configuration. This configuration u tiliz e s  a l­
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most the same amount of energy as the single column. Therefore, i t  is 
not compared in th is  research.
The ASPEN PLUS, developed by Aspen Technology, In c ., is a process 
flowsheet simulation package which has features to do both design and 
economic evaluation. The ASPEN PLUS applies Boston's (1974) inside-out 
algorithm to e f f ic ie n t ly  solve the rigorous d is t il la t io n  calculations  
involving nonideal mixtures.
The following features of th is  study make i t  unique over previous 
economic studies of multi pi e -e ffe c t d is t il la t io n :
1. A powerful to o l, the ASPEN PLUS, was used. The results are more re­
lia b le  since the ASPEN PLUS affords rigorous calcu lation . Moreover,
the ASPEN PLUS also affords to calculate the u t i l i t y  costs and capi­
ta l costs fo r the process flowsheeting.
2. A more rigorous c rite r io n  was used to assess the p ro f ita b ili ty .  A 
comparison of the energy consumption fo r d iffe re n t configurations of 
the double e ffe c t heat integrated columns alone is not su ffic ien t to 
a ttra c t the investors' in te re s t. This research studies the p ro f it ­
a b il ity  of investment in the double e ffec t heat integrated d is t i l la ­
tion columns. The design w ill  not be worth implementing unless i t
is  economically p ro fitab le .
3. This research studied the s e n s itiv itie s  of p ro f ita b ili ty  fo r feed
s p lit  double e ffe c t configuration to the following factors: feed
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composition, operating pressure, product compositions, and the d i f ­
ference in normal boiling points of the mixture.
2.2 ASPEN PLUS SIMULATION
Two d is t il la t io n  modules in the ASPEN PLUS were used: DSTWU and RADF- 
RAC. The required number of theoretical stages of the column and the 
optimal feed stage location can be determined by the module DSTWU, which 
is  implemented using the Winn-Underwood-Gilliland short cut method. The 
RADFRAC module simulates the single d is t il la t io n  column rigorously using 
Boston's inside-out algorithm. To solve double e ffe c t heat integrated 
d is t il la t io n  columns rigorously, two blocks of RADFRAC are used to simu­
la te  the two columns with the block DESIGN-SPEC to specify that the heat 
transfer rates between two columns must be equal. T ria l and error is 
necessary to obtain the in i t ia l  guess of the steady state solution since 
the d is t il la t io n  system is  highly nonlinear with the pressure, temper­
ature, and composition. A fte r the flowsheet simulation has converged, 
the u t i l i t y  costs and equipment costs are calculated by the ASPEN PLUS 
through specifications of the blocks of UTILITY and CBLOCK.
The models in ASPEN PLUS are developed based on the following assump­
tions:
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1. the binary pair is  methanol-water which forms a wide boiling point
O
mixture with 36 K difference in normal boiling points,
2. the column pressure is  constant throughout each column,
3. heat losses are neg lig ib le ,
4. the fugacity coeffic ien ts  are approximated by the Redlich-Kwong 
equation of state , while the a c t iv ity  coeffic ien ts  are approximated 
by the Wilson equation,
5. the product compositions are (0 .9 9 , 0 .0 1 ), and
6. the tray  e ffic iency is  75 %.
In both RADFRAC and DSTWU of the ASPEN PLUS, the stage number is  
counted from the top to the bottom. That is , the f i r s t  stage represents 
the to ta l condenser, the las t one the reb o ile r. When the RADFRAC or 
DSTWU is  applied, the number of theoretical stages is  specified in the 
flowsheeting section of input program. However, the column cost is  cal­
culated based on the tray  e ffic iency of 75 %, which is  specified in the 
CBLOCK.
The simulation procedures are described as follows. The number of 
stages and the optimal feed tray  location of the single column is  deter­
mined f i r s t  by the DSTWU module with the re flux  ra tio  specified as 1.2  
times the minimum value. Then the rigorous design of the single column
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using RADFRAC module w ill  determine the actual reflux  ra tio  fo r the spe­
c if ie d  product p u ritie s .
For the double e ffe c t configuration, both columns are designed using 
the same procedure as above except the specification that the heat 
transfer rates between the two columns must be equal. The optimal feed 
tray  locations of both columns are determined by DSTWU with the reflux  
ra tio  specified as 1.2 times the minimum value. Inside each column, 
using the RADFRAC module, the reflux ra tio  is ite ra ted  to meet the spec­
if ie d  product p u ritie s . Between the two columns, a certain variable is  
ite ra ted  to make the heat transfer rates between the two columns equal. 
For the FS configuration, the ite ra tio n  variable is  the feed rate to the 
high pressure column. For the series configurations such as LS/F, LS/R, 
and HS/F, the d is t i l la te  rate of the high pressure column is  the i t e r ­
ation variab le .
The equipment cost consists of the column costs, the condenser cost, 
the rebo iler cost, the common heat exchanger cost, and the pump cost. 
The to ta l capital cost is  approximated as 5.7 times the equipment cost 
(Peters and Timmerhaus, 1980). The incremental capital cost is  the d i f ­
ference of the to ta l capital costs between the single column and the 
heat integrated columns. The u t i l i t y  cost consists of the steam cost, 
cooling water cost, and e le c tr ic ity  cost. The additional investment is  
the difference between the cap ita l cost fo r the double-effect columns 
and that fo r the single column. The annual saving of the u t i l i t y  cost 
is  the difference of the annual u t i l i t y  costs between the single column 
and the heat integrated columns. The payout time is  the time that is
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required for the investment in an additional column to be offset by the 
annual saving of the u t i l i t y  cost with the annual in terest rate of 15 %. 
The rank of the preferred configuration based on the payout time is not 
affected by the differences of the in te res t ra te .
The following parameters are specified in Appendix A: the binary in­
teraction parameters of the Wilson equation, the heat transfer co e ffi­
cients fo r the heat exchangers, and the unit prices of cooling water, 
steam, and e le c tr ic ity .
2.3 PROFITABILITY EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS
The current objective is  to ve rify  i f  the investment in an additional 
column with heat integration is economically p ro fitab le . Four d iffe ren t  
configurations of the heat integrated columns are compared fo r d iffe ren t  
methanol feed compositions: 0.8 and 0 .3 . In each case, the same amount
o
of liq u id  feed at 135 F was sent to the single column and to the double 
e ffe c t heat integrated columns respectively.
The results of both the percentage saving in the u t i l i t y  costs and 
the payout time are shown on Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 . The detailed  
results of simulation are in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2.
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Figure 2-1. Economic Evaluation of Four Different Configurations 
of Double Effect Heat Integrated Distillation Columns 
When Methanol Feed Composition is 0.8.





























Figure 2-2. Economic Evaluation of Four Different Configurations 
of Double Effect Heat Integrated Distillation Columns 
When Methanol Feed Composition is 0.3.
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Table 2-1 . The Results of Simulation fo r Four D ifferen t 
Configurations of the Double E ffect Heat 
Integrated D is t illa tio n  Columns and Single Column 




col . 1  c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 11 11 11
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
re flu x  ra tio . 0.771 1.104 0.771
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1154 1145
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1854.08 930.3 923.8
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 445.92 223.7 222.2
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.494E+08 -0.253E+08 -0.245E+08
reb o ile r duty,
Btu/hr. +0.508E+08 +0.293E+08 +0.253E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom
composition. 0.01 0.01 0.01
equipment cost,
$ 174,000 205,100
cap ita l cost,
$ 991,800 1169,070
incremental
cap ita l cost($) 177,270
u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 2,149,088 1,188,956
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 960,122 (44.7%)
payout time,
y r. 0.201
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( Continued ) Table 2-1.
Configuration LS/F LS/R
col. 1 c o l.2 c o l. l  c o l.2
no. of theoretical
stages. 25 24 25 24
feed stage. 22 16 22 14
pressure,
psia. 100 17 17 100
reflux ra tio . 0.922 0.822 0.663 1.231
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1405.14 2300 1335.15
d is t i l la te ,
mole/hr. 894.86 959.2 964.85 889.23
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 1405.14 445.94 1335.15 445.92
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. 0.222E+08 -0.263E+08 -0.241E+08 -0.257E+08
reboiler duty,
Btu/hr. 0.304E+08 +0.222E+08 +0.257E+08 +0.292E+08
di s t i11 ate
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom






capital cost, $. 204,060 191,520
u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 1,247,944 1,179,147
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 901,144 (41.9%) 969,941 (45.1%)
payout time,
y r. 0.247 0.215
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( Continued ) Table 2-1.
Configuration HS/F
col. 1 c o l.2
no. of theoretical
stages. 25 24
feed stage. 8 17
pressure,
psia. 100 17
reflux ra tio . 0.377 0.467
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1940.
d is t i l la te ,
mole/hr. 1940. 1854.08















capital cost, S. 411,540
u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 1,805,904
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 343,184 (16.0%)
payout time,
y r. 1.419
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Table 2-2. The Results of Simulation fo r Four D ifferen t 
Configurations of the Double E ffect Heat 
Integrated D is t il la t io n  Columns and Single Column 




c o l. 1 c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 17 17 18
feed stage. 12 13 11
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
reflux  ra tio . 1.341 2.300 1.341
feed rate ,
mole/hr. 2300 1094.23 1205.77
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 680.6 323.8 356.81
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 1619.4 770.43 848.96
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.234E+08 -0.138E+08 - 0 . 126E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.257E+08 + 0 .176E+08 + 0 .138E+08
di s t i l l  ate
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 1,064,255 682,910
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 381,345 (35.8%)
payout time,
y r . 0.276
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( Continued ) Table 2-2.
Configuration LS/F
col. 1 c o l.2
LS/R
c o l. l  c o l.2
no. of theoretical
stages. 17 18 17 18
feed stage. 15 14 16 13
pressure,
psia. 100 17 17 100
reflux  ra tio . 1.785 1.963 1.160 2.874
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1980.27 2300 1913.47
d is t i l la te ,
mole/hr. 319.73 360.87 386.53 294.07
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 1980.27 1619.4 1913.47 1619.4
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. 0.115E+08 -0.161E+08 -0.126E+08 - 0 . 147E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. 0.194E+08 + 0 .115E+08 +0.147E+08 + 0 .193E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom






capital cost, $. 136,800 135,600
u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 786,754 731,718
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 277,501 (26.1%) 332,537 (31.2%)
payout time,
y r. 0.550 0.452
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( Continued ) Table 2-2.
Configuration HS/F
col. 1 c o l.2
no. of theoretical
stages. 17 18
feed stage. 6 11
pressure,
psia. 100 17
reflux ra tio . 0.308 0.932
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 944.92
di s t i 11 a te ,
mole/hr. 944.92 680.6
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 1355.08 264.32
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. - 0 . 170E+08 -0.198E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.251E+08 +0.170E+08









capital cost, $. 301,530
u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 999,838
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 64,417 ( 6.0%)
payout time,
y r. 8.66
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When the methanol feed composition is 0 .8 , the rank of preferred con­
figurations in descending order is: LS/R, FS, LS/F, and HS/F based on 
the percentage saving in the u t i l i t y  cost over the single column, and 
FS, LS/R, LS/F, and HS/F based on the payout time fo r the investment in 
an additional column. When the methanol feed composition is 0 .3 , on the 
other hand, the rank of preferred configurations in descending order is: 
FS, LS/R, LS/F, and HS/F based on the percentage saving in the u t i l i t y  
cost over the single column, and FS, LS/R, LS/F, and HS/F based on the 
payout time fo r the investment in an additional column. Actually, the 
three configurations, FS, LS/R, and LS/F, are almost equally p ro fitab le . 
The higher percentage saving in the u t i l i t y  cost is  observed fo r the 
feed with high methanol concentration than with low methanol concen­
tra tio n . The heat integrated columns are very pro fitab le  since the 
extra capital cost of the additional column is fa r  lower than the saving 
in the u t i l i t y  cost due to heat integration.
The feed s p lit  configuration is chosen over the series configurations 
fo r process control studies, because the FS configurations is  more gen­
e ra lly  applicable to any separation of a feed into two products. The 
other configurations are more applicable when three products are de­
sired.
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2.4 SENSITIVITY STUDIES ON FS CONFIGURATION
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Since the number of stages of the column is usually fixed , the cur­
rent objective is  to study the effects of feed composition, operating 
pressure, product compositions, and difference in normal boiling points 
of the mixture on the p ro f ita b ili ty  of FS columns. A ll the following 
studies deal with the single column which has 24 stages and the double 
e ffe c t columns which has 25 and 24 stages fo r each column respectively. 
The feed stage of each column is designed by DSTWU module in the ASPEN 
PLUS. The payout times fo r the investment in an additional column are 
compared when each parameter changes.
2 .4 .1  EFFECT OF FEED COMPOSITION
The e ffe c t of feed composition on the p r o f ita b ili ty  is v e rifie d  by 
three d iffe re n t feed compositions of methanol, 0 .3 , 0 .5 , and 0 .8 , to the 
FS columns fo r the same feed ra te , product p u ritie s , and number of stag­
es. Figure 2-3 indicates that both the percentage savings of the u t i l i ­
ty  cost and the payout time increases as the methanol concentration in 
the feed is  increased. The results of simulation are lis te d  in Table 
2-3.
2 .4 .2  EFFECT OF OPERATING PRESSURE
The e ffe c t of operating pressure on the p r o f ita b ili ty  is  v e rifie d  by 
varying the pressure at the high pressure column while keeping the pres-
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Figure 2-3. Economic Evaluation of Feed Split Columns 
for Three Different Feed Canpositions.
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Table 2-3. The Results of Simulation fo r Feed S p lit  Configuration 




c o l. 1 c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 17 18 17
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.3 0.3 0.3
reflux ra tio . 1.060 1.603 1.060
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1154 1146
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 680.6 341.49 339.12
bottom rate,
mole/hr. 1619.4 812.51 806.88
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.211E+08 -0.117E+08 - 0 . 105E+08
reboiler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.235E+08 + 0 .156E+08 + 0 .117E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
5 /y r . 968,484 595,700
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
$ /y r . (%) 372,784 (38.5%)
payout time,
y r. 0.654
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col. 1 col. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 15 16 15
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.5 0.5 0.5
re flux  ra tio . 0.928 1.357 0.928
feed rate ,
mole/hr. 2300 1146.8 1153.2
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150 573.40 576.60
bottom rate,
mole/hr. 1150 573.40 576.60
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.334E+08 - 0 . 177E+08 - 0 . 167E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.352E+08 +0.215E+08 +0.177E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 1,478,570 852,000
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
S /y r. (%) 626,570 (42.4%)
payout time,
y r . 0.373
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col . 1  c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 11 11 11
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.8 0.8 0.8
reflux ra tio . 0.771 1.104 0.771
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1154 1146
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1854.08 930.3 923.8
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 445.92 223.7 222.2
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.494E+08 -0.253E+08 -0.246E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.508E+08 +0.293E+08 +0.253E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 2,149,088 1,188,966
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
$ /y r . (%) 960,122 (44.7%)
payout time,
y r. 0.201
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sure at the low pressure column constant. Three d iffe re n t pressures for 
the high pressure column, 70, 100, and 130 psia, are verified  fo r the 
same feed ra te , feed compositions, product p u ritie s , and number of stag­
es.
Figure 2-4 shows that to ta l u t i l i t y  cost increases as the pressure at 
the high pressure column increases. The results of simulation are l i s t ­
ed in Table 2-4. The lower the pressure in the high pressure column, 
the lesser the rebo iler duty required, and the shorter the payout time. 
However, the pressure cannot be too low because the heat transfer area 
cannot be in f in it iv e ly  large.
When the floating  pressure operation is  applied, e ith er a non-flooded 
condenser or a flooded condenser can be used fo r the common heat exchan­
ger. The reflux drum level of the flooded condenser can be set by ma­
nipulating the re flu x . Both types of condensers are equivalent since 
they intend to use equal heat transfer area. In the operation stage, 
with the flooded condenser, the heat transfer area can be varied to re­
duce energy requirements; the larger the heat transfer area in the com­
mon heat exchanger, the lower the temperature gradient required across 
i t  and, consequently, the pressure in the high pressure column is  lower, 
and less rebo iler heat is  needed, thus energy is  saved.
2 .4 .3  EFFECT OF PRODUCT COMPOSITIONS
The current objective is  to investigate the e ffe c t of d iffe re n t prod­
uct compositions on the p r o f ita b ili ty .  Feed s p lit  columns (FS) of d i f -
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70 psi 100 psi 130 psi
Figure 2-4. Economic Evaluation of Feed Split Columns 
for Three Different Operating Pressures 
in the High Pressure Column.
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Table 2-4 . The Results of Simulation fo r Feed S p lit Configuration 





c o l. 1 c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 11 12 11
pressure,
psi a. 17 70 17
feed composition. 0.8 0.8  0.8
reflux ra tio . 0.771 0.975 0.771
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1166.24 1133.76
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1854.08 940.21 913.87
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 445.92 226.03 219.79
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.494E+08 - 0 .250E+08 -0.243E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.508E+08 +0.283E+08 +0.250E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom
composition. 0.01 0.01 0.01
equipment cost,
$ 174,000 202,800




u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 2,149,088 1,153,842
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 995,246 (46.3%)
payout time,
y r. 0.179
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( Continued ) Table 2-4.
Configuration FS FS
col. 1 c o l.2 c o l. l  c o l.2
no. of theoretical
stages. 25 24 25 24
feed stage. 11 11 11 11
pressure,
psia. 100 17 130 17
feed composition 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
reflux ra tio . 1.104 0.771 1.184 0.771
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 1154 1146. 1167.01 1132.99
d is t i l la te ,
mole/hr. 930.3 923.8 940.75 913.33
bottom rate ,
mole/hr. 223.7 222.2 226.26 219.66
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. 0.253E+08 -0.246E+08 -0.250E+08 -0.243E+08
reboiler duty,
Btu/hr. 0.293E+03 +0.253E+08 +0.298E+08 +0.250E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom






capital cost, $. 177,270 210,330
u t i l i t y  cost,
S /yr. 1,188,966 1,198,566
saving of u t i l i t y
cost, $ /y r . (%). 960,122 (44.7%) 950,522 (44.2%)
payout time,
y r. 0.201 0.242
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ferent product compositions, (0 .9 9 , 0 .01) and (0 .95 , 0 .05 ), are compared 
with the same feed ra te , feed compositions, and number of stages. Fig­
ure 2-5 shows that the FS columns are more p ro fitab le  fo r the higher pu­
r i ty  column (0 .9 9 , 0 .01) than fo r the lower purity  column (0 .95 , 0.05) 
in terms of the shorter payout time. The results of simulation are 
shown on Table 2 -5 . The percentage savings in u t i l i t y  cost for the
higher purity  column is  also s lig h tly  than that for the lower purity co- 
1 umn.
2 .4 .4  EFFECT OF DIFFERENCES IN NORMAL BOILING POINTS
The e ffe c t of differences in normal boiling  points fo r the mixture on 
the p ro f ita b ili ty  can be v e rified  by comparing another mixture, methanol 
and ethanol; the difference between th e ir  normal boiling points is
O O
13.7 K, which is narrower than 36 K fo r methanol and water. D ifferen t 
pairs of mixtures are fed to the same configurations of the columns 
under the same operating conditions. In other words, the only d if fe r ­
ence is  that the feed is  50 mole % mathanol and 50 mole % water in one 
case, and 50 mole % methanol and 50 mole % ethanol in the other.
As shown in Figure 2-6, the percentage saving in u t i l i t y  cost is  
greater fo r wider boiling  point mixture than fo r narrower boiling point 
mixture: 41.8 % compared to 37.4 %. Table 2-6 l is ts  the results of the 
simulation. However, the payout time is  shorter fo r narrower boiling  
point mixture than fo r wider boiling point mixture: 0.193 year compared 
to 0.446 year. The saving of the u t i l i t y  cost is  much higher in the 
narrower boiling point mixtures than in the wider boiling  point mixtures





































Figure 2-5. Economic Evaluation of Feed Split Columns 
for High and Lew Product Purities.
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Table 2-5. The Results of Simulation for Feed S p lit Configuration 




c o l. 1  c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 15 16 15
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.5 0.5 0.5
re flux  ra tio . 0.647 0.962 0.647
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1163.00 1137.00
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 581.50 568.50
bottom rate ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 581.50 568.50
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.287E+08 -0.151E+08 -0.142E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.305E+08 +0.189E+08 +0.151E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.95 0.95 0.95
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
S /yr. 1,275,949 743,000
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
$ /y r . (%) 532,949 (41.8%)
payout time,
y r . 0.446
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col . 1  co l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 15 16 15
pressure,
psia. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.5 0.5 0.5
re flux  ra tio . 0.928 1.357 0.928
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 1146.80 1153.20
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 573.40 576.60
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 573.40 576.60
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.334E+08 - 0 . 177E+08 -0.167E+08
rebo ile r duty,
Btu/hr. +0.352E+08 +0.215E+08 + 0 .177E+08
di s t i 1 la te
composition. 0.99 0.99 0.99
bottom
composition. 0.01 0.01 0.01
equipment cost,
$ 182,900 220,100
cap ita l cost,
$ 1,042,530 1,254,570
incremental
cap ita l cost(S) 212,040
u t i l i t y  cost,
S /y r. 1,478,570 852,000
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
$ /y r . (%) 626,570 (42.4%)
payout time,
y r . 0.373
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Figure 2-6. Econonic Evaluation of Feed Split Columns 
for Narrow and Wide Boiling Point Mixtures.
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Table 2-6. The Results of Simulation fo r Feed S p lit  Configuration 
fo r the Narrow and Wide Boiling Point Mixtures.
(1 ) When the system is  binary mixture of CĤ O and C£^6^’
Configuration Si ngle 
Column
FS
co l. 1 c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 12 12 12
pressure,
psi a. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.5 0.5 0.5
re flux  ra tio . 3.267 7.452 3.267
feed ra te ,
mole/hr. 2300 864.20 1453.80
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 432.10 717.90
bottom ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 432.10 717.90
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.743E+08 -0.479E+08 -0.453E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.768E+08 +0.519E+08 +0.479E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.95 0.95 0.95
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
$ /y r . 3,421,754 2,140,900
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
$ /y r . (%) 1,280,854 (37.4%)
payout time,
y r. 0.193
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( Continued ) Table 2-6.




c o l. 1 c o l. 2
no. of theoretical
stages. 24 25 24
feed stage. 15 16 15
pressure,
psi a. 17 100 17
feed composition. 0.5 0.5 0.5
reflux ra tio . 0.647 0.962 0.647
feed rate ,
mole/hr. 2300 1163.00 1137.00
d is t i l la te  ra te ,
mole/hr. 1150.00 581.50 568.50
bottom rate,
mole/hr. 1150.00 581.50 568.50
condenser duty,
Btu/hr. -0.287E+08 - 0 . 151E+08 - 0 . 142E+08
rebo iler duty,
Btu/hr. +0.305E+08 +0.189E+08 +0.151E+08
d is t i l la te
composition. 0.95 0.95 0.95
bottom







u t i l i t y  cost,
5 /y r . 1,275,949 743,000
saving of
u t i l i t y  cost
$ /y r . (%) 532,949 (41.8%)
payout time,
y r. 0.446
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such that the former are more pro fitab le  than the la t te r  when the capi­
ta l cost is of much lower values than the u t i l i t y  cost. The c r ite r ia  to 
compare the p ro f ita b ili ty  is  better than that to compare the percentage 
saving of the u t i l i t y  cost in that the former considers the re la tiv e ly  
d iffe ren t values between the u t i l i t y  and capital costs.
2.5 SUMMARY
The rank of the preferred double-effect configurations resulting from 
th is  research based on the energy consumption in the rebo iler is in ac­
cordance with what Chiang and Luyben (1983) observed. However, the rank 
of preferred configuration based on the percentage savings in the u t i l i ­
ty  cost over the single column and the payout time fo r the investment in 
an additional column are d iffe re n t from that based on reboiler heat 
duty. O verall, a l l  three FS, LS/R, and LS/F configurations have very 
short payout times, of less than one year, fo r the investment in the 
second column. Therefore, the double e ffec t heat integrated d is t i l la ­
tion columns are very p ro fitab le .
The FS configuration heat integrated columns is  chosen fo r process 
control studies. The se n s itiv itie s  of the p ro f ita b ili ty  of FS config­
uration to feed composition, operating pressure, product composition, 
and the difference in normal boiling points of the mixture were deter­
mined. The FS configuration is  more pro fitab le  when the methanol compo­
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sition  in the feed is higher, the pressure in the high pressure column 
is  lower, and the product compositions are purer. The FS configuration  
is  also more p ro fitab le  when i t  is applied to a narrower boiling point 
mixture.
When the floa ting  pressure operation is  applied to the FS configura­
tio n , use of the non-flooded condenser fo r the common heat exchanger 
w ill save energy consumption.
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC MODELING
This chapter describes the dynamic simulation program which is  used 
fo r the comparison of the d iffe re n t control schemes. The reviews of 
previous studies dwell on the completeness of th e ir  models, what kind of 
integrators they used, and the manipulation of both algebraic equations 
and ordinary d iffe re n tia l equations to solve the system equations simul­
taneously. The assumptions and equations used in the models, and the 
solution algorithms of the dynamic simulation are also described.
3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
D ig ita l simulation is a commonly used tool in the study of the dynam­
ics of d is t il la t io n  columns. Many simulations have been developed with 
varying degrees of complexity. Dynamic simulation consists of two major 
parts: the in tegrator and the dynamic models. The integrator for the
dynamic simulation is  reviewed f i r s t ,  followed by the review of the dy­
namic models.
3 .1 .1  INTEGRATORS
Tyreus et a l . (1975) found that the system of dynamic equations is  
usually s t i f f ,  especially fo r columns with low re la tiv e  v o la t i l i t ie s  or
-  57 -
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high product p u rities . A system of ordinary d iffe re n tia l equations is  
said to be s t i f f  i f  the ra tio  of i ts  largest to its  smallest eigenvalue 
is  large. The use of an e x p lic it  integrator fo r a s t i f f  system is  time 
consuming, as noted by Distefano (1968), since i t  requires smaller in te ­
gration steps to maintain numerical s ta b ility  than to meet the required 
accuracy. Using an im p lic it integration method, such as Gear's method 
(Gear, 1971), to integrate the s t i f f  d is t il la t io n  column equations re­
sults in s ign ifican t savings of computer time (Tyreus et a l . 1975). The 
integration step size of an im p lic it method is  not lim ited  by s ta b ility  
but by accuracy so that each step size can be much larger and w ill not 
suffer from propogations of round-off errors as in the case of e x p lic it  
methods.
For an e x p lic it  in tegrator, the derivative function values for a time 
step are dependent on the values of the state variable at the s tart of 
the time step. For example, the system of N d iffe re n tia l equations, 
d
— ( y ) = f( y, t )
dt
the following integration formulas are used: 
y n + l  =  y n *  h f ( y n' ‘ n>
where h is  step size.
On the other hand, the im p lic it integrator requires ite ra tio n  to obtain 
the converged integration values fo r the next time step. For example, 
Gear's in tegrator (Gear, 1971) uses the following backward difference  
formulas:
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r - l
y n+l = 1 V 'n - i  + hB- l f ^y n + l’ t n+P 
i=0
where Z is the order of accuracy of the formulas, while a and & are pa­
rameters of Gear's formula.
The Newton-Raphson method is used to solve for y n+j-
LSODE, an acronym for Livermore Solver of Ordinary D iffe ren tia l 
Equations, is a computer software package using Gear's integrator to 
solve a system of d iffe re n tia l equations. The simultaneous d iffe re n tia l 
equations are transformed into the nonlinear algebraic equations by 
Gear's algorithm, then they are converged by the Newton-Raphson method. 
The integration step size and the order of Gear's formula are automat­
ic a lly  adjusted to make the truncation errors less than the specified  
tolerances.
The sem i-im plicit Runge-Kutta in tegrator (SIRK) and Gear's integrator 
(1971) are able to handle s tiffn ess . Prokopakis and Seider (1983) de­
veloped the adaptive sem i-im plicit Runge-Kutta (ASIRK) algorithm to in­
tegrate the dynamic equations fo r a d is t il la t io n  column. The algorithm  
is  adaptive because the sem i-im plicit Runge-Kutta algorithm coeffic ients  
are calculated at each integration step to follow the change of local 
pseudo-eigenvalues. When the ASIRK is  applied to a d is t il la t io n  column, 
Jacobians fo r the d iffe re n tia l holdup equations and the d iffe re n tia l l i ­
quid mole fractions equations are fu rther approximated by suitable fo r­
mulas to enhance the computing e ffic ien cy .
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3.1.2 DYNAMIC MODELS
The general approach fo r solving the system of simultaneous d iffe ren ­
t ia l  and algebraic equations is  introduced f i r s t .  The state variables  
fo r each new time step are obtained through in tegration . Then algebraic 
variables fo r the new time step are calculated from the state variables  
e ith er d ire c tly  or in d ire c tly . The solution algorithm is designed to 
decrease the number of the d iffe re n tia l equations as much as possible 
and, in the mean tim e, to allow the rest of the algebraic variables to 
be calculated from the state variables. In case the algebraic variables  
cannot be calculated from the state variables in proper sequence, then 
they must be solved simultaneously with the d iffe re n tia l equations; more 
computer resources are required.
The e a r lie r  work on dynamic models is  reviewed next. Most d is t i l la ­
tion column models have common assumptions:
1. The vapor and liq u id  streams leaving the trays are at equilibrium ,
2. The liqu id  on each tray  is  perfectly  mixed,
3. The vapor holdup above each tray is  neg lig ib le , and
4. The heat losses are neg lig ib le .
The basic equations fo r each tray  include the so-called MESH equations,
i . e . ,  the component mass balances (M), overall mass balance, equilibrium
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phase relationship (E ), the sum of the mole fractions of both vapor and 
liq u id  (S ), and the energy balance (H ). Among the MESH equations, to ta l 
mass balance, the component mass balances, and the energy balance are in 
d iffe re n tia l form. A fter algebraic manipulations to exclude the accumu­
la tio n  of liqu id  holdup, both the d iffe re n tia l component mass balance 
and the d iffe re n tia l energy balance equations can be rewritten so that 
the liq u id  mole fractions and the liq u id  molar enthalpy on each tray be­
come state variables. The rest of the equations might include those fo r 
the tray  hydraulics or/and the pressure drop across each tray depending 
on the completeness of each model. In the following algorithms which 
w ill be reviewed, except Stewart (1981) and Gallun and Holland (1982), 
most of them assume that the column pressure p ro file  is constant with 
time. For most of the algorithms, the bubble point equilibrium  
equations are used to calculate the temperature and vapor mole fractions  
above the tray fo r given pressure and liq u id  mole fractions on that 
tra y .
E x p lic it integrators were used in Distefano's algorithm (1968) in 
which constant holdup is  assumed. Both d iffe re n tia l holdup equations 
and d iffe re n tia l energy equations are approximated by low-order f in i te  
difference equations. Only the d iffe re n tia l liq u id  mole fraction  
equations are solved by a predictor-corrector integration method. The 
other algebraic variables are calculated in the proper sequence.
Luyben (1973) presented an algorithm for multicomponent dynamic dis­
t i l la t io n  using an e x p lic it  Euler in tegrator. His model neglects the 
accumulation terms in the energy balance equations, making them algebra­
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ic , and tray  hydraulics are described by Francis' weir formula. Both 
holdup equations and liqu id  mole fraction equations remain d iffe re n tia l. 
Other algebraic variables are calculated in sequence. Unfortunately, 
the d iffe re n tia l liq u id  mole fraction equations and the energy balance 
equations, in his program, did not consider the existence of the accumu­
lation  of liqu id  holdup. Both vapor and liq u id  phases are assumed to be 
ideal mixtures.
Ballard et a l . (1978) presented a d is t il la t io n  model formulated for 
solution by the sem i-im plicit Runge-Kutta method. The liq u id  mole frac­
tion equations are d if fe re n t ia l.  The to ta l mass balance and the Fran­
c is ' weir formula are combined to make the liq u id  flow rates new state 
variables. Assuming th a t equilibrium constants are functions of temper­
ature only, they made the liqu id  enthalpy dynamically dependent on the 
liq u id  mole fractions. Therefore, only the d iffe re n tia l holdup equation 
and d iffe re n tia l liq u id  mole fraction equations need to be integrated. 
Other algebraic variables are calculated from the state variables in se­
quence.
Prokopakis and Seider (1983) essentially  used the state variable  
equations derived by Ballard et a l . (1978) but used an adaptive semi-im- 
p l ic i t  Runge-Kutta (ASIRK) algorithm to integrate the equations.
Gallun and Holland (1982) formulated the integration of the system of 
algebraic and ordinary d iffe re n tia l equations to include the component 
mass balances, equilibrium  relationships, pressure drop between stages, 
tray  hydraulics, and the dynamics of the energy balance equation. A fter
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the d iffe re n tia l equations are approximated by Gear's lin ear multistep 
in tegrato r, the system of non-linear algebraic equations are solved s i­
multaneously using the Newton-Raphson method. The algorithm of Kubicek 
et a l . (1976) and sparse matrix techniques are also used to store and 
factor the large sparse Jacobian matrix.
Boston e t a l .  (1981) formulated the batch d is t il la t io n  system. Their 
models include the MESH equations with assumption that the holdup is  of 
constant volume. A fter a l l  the derivative terms are approximated by 
Gear's lin ear multistep in tegrato r, they solved the system of non-linear 
algebraic equations using an algorithm which is  s im ilar to Boston and 
Sullivan 's  inside-out algorithm (1974). Instead of using the conven­
tional ite ra tio n  variables such as pressure, molar composition, temper­
ature, vapor flow, and liq u id  flow, the coeffic ien ts  of the 
thermodynamic property models are used as the ite ra tio n  variables. Then 
they used Broyden's quasi-Newton method fo r convergence. They showed 
that th e ir  algorithm is  30 times faster than Distefano's algorithm  
(1968) which used the e x p lic it  predictor-corrector in tegrator.
Stewart (1981) modified the predictor-corrector integrator by using 
the same order of predictor with the corrector. The functional evalu­
ations, the derivatives, are saved by calculating them only at the pre­
dicted points instead of corrected points fo r each time step. In the 
solution algorithm, he preserved the d iffe re n tia l equations fo r holdup, 
liq u id  mole fractions , liq u id  temperature, and pressure fo r each tray . 
The pressure derivative above each tray  is  calculated by applying the
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bubble point pressure equations. The other algebraic variables are ar­
ranged to be calculated in sequence.
3 .1 .3  SUMMARY
A fter reviewing previous work, the LSODE integration package is cho­
sen to do th is  research, because i t  uses Gear's im p lic it integrator 
which can solve the dynamic simulation system e f f ic ie n t ly  when the sys­
tem is  very s t i f f .
As for the dynamic models in th is  research, the merits of previous 
work are incorporated. The models used in th is  research attempt to de­
scribe the major dynamics of the system on one hand, but not to waste 
too much computer time fo r minor dynamics on the other hand. The to ta l 
mass balance and liq u id  component mole fraction  equations remain d if fe r ­
e n tia l, while the energy balance equations are algebraic. The pressure 
drop across each tray  is  neglected, but the pressure in each column var­
ies with time. The thermodynamic properties are calculated rigorously 
from nonideal solution models. Bubble point temperature equations con­
verge when the sum of vapor mole fractions is  equal to that of liqu id  
mole fractions. That the summation of vapor mole fractions is  equal to 
that of liq u id  mole fractions , as used by Boston and B r it t  (1978), works 
well fo r th is  research as long as they are both equal to unity at the 
in i t ia l  steady states. I t  can be proved that the sums of changes on 
both the vapor mole fractions and the liqu id  mole fractions are equal to 
zeroes respectively during the transients. Francis' weir formula de­
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scribes the relationship between the liq u id  holdup and the liqu id  flow 
rate .
The models of the system include not only the double e ffe c t columns, 
but also the other equipments such as reb o ile r, condenser, and common 
heat exchanger, and, more importantly, the con tro ller equations for 
level and composition contro llers .
3.2 DYNAMIC MODELS FOR DOUBLE EFFECT HEAT INTEGRATED DISTILLATION
In th is  section, the dynamic model of the double e ffe c t heat in te ­
grated d is t i l la t io n  columns is  described. This model has the following  
features:
1. to allow the column pressure to vary with time,
2. to predict the thermodynamic properties of mixtures using nonideal 
solution models,
3. to be able to deal with a multicomponent system,
4. to handle non-constant molal overflow model, and
5. to model the tray  hydraulics.
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The dynamic simulation program is  based on basic princip les, that is , 
on material and energy balances, phase equilibrium , f lu id  dynamics, and 
heat transfer relationships. The system includes the double e ffect col­
umns, the common heat exchanger, the rebo iler, and the condenser. The 
relationships consist of a s t i f f  set of simultaneous d iffe re n tia l and 
algebraic equations that are solved using Gear's im p lic it integration  
procedure.
3 .2 .1  ASSUMPTIONS OF MODELS
The dynamic models are established based on the following assump­
tions:
1. The liqu id  on each tray  is  perfectly mixed,
2. The tray  e ffic iency is  100 %,
3. The heat losses are neg lig ib le ,
4. The tray hydraulics follow the Francis' weir formula,
5. The dynamics of the enthalpy balance are fas t compared to those of
the material balances,
6. The pressure drop through each tray  is  assumed neglig ib le so that 
the pressure is  uniform throughout the column. However, the vari­
ation of pressure with time can be approximated as a result of a
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change in the condensation rate in the condenser so that the column 
pressure may vary with time.
3.2 .2  CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
The major equations are described in th is  section; further deta ils  of 
modeling can be found in Chapter 9 of Smith and Corripio (1985). The 
models of the system include not only the double e ffe c t columns, rebo il­
er, condenser, and common heat exchanger but also the contro ller 
equations fo r liq u id  levels and product compositions. Column 1 repres­
ents the high pressure column while column 2 denotes the low pressure 
column. The tray  number is counted from top to bottom, i . e . ,  from 1 to 
nt, the base being (n t+ 1 ). The cascade flow loops of d is t i l la te ,  re­
flu x , and bottom product flows are assumed to be instantaneous with re­
spect to the composition or level contro llers . Each flow above has to 
be within the flow range, which is  zero to twice the design flow. The 
equations are lis ted  as follows:
1. Trays: (Figure 3-1)
The following conditions that are dependent on tray  locations are 
specified.
When j= l ,
Li , j - 1  = Ri ’ = Xi ,d ,k ’ Vf , i  = ° ’
hi ,a - l  = hi ,d '  M d L , , ,  = 0-
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Figure 3~1 Notations Around Each Tray.
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When j= 2 , ........., n f ( i ) - 2 ,  and j=  n f ( i ) + l ,  ............ n t ( i ) ,
Vf  - = 0, and L- . = 0.T , I T y 1
When j  = n f ( i ) - l ,
L f . l  '  "•
When j  = n f ( i ) ,
Vf.1  = °*
nf( i ) is  the feed tray  of column i
n t ( i )  is  the number of trays of column i
L. - is  the liq u id  rate from tray j  of column i
Vf  . is  the vapor feed to column i
* J ̂
Lf  . is  the liq u id  feed to column i 
' » '
The to ta l mass balance is:
~ ^ i , "  Li , j - 1  + Vi ,j+ 1  Li , j  Vi , j  + Lf , i  + Vf , i  
dt
M. . is  the holdup of liqu id  on tray  j  of column i
V. • is the vapor rate from tray j  o f column i
The N component mass balances are arranged:
X̂i *Li ,j-l^Xi ,0-lA Xi , j , ^
dt MU
+ Vi , j + l^ Yi , j + l , k  ’  Xi , j ,k ^  Vi , j ^ Yi , j , k  Xi , j ,k ^
+ Vf , i ^ Yf , i , k  ~ Xi , j ,k ^  + Lf , i ^ Xf , i , k  Xi , j , k ^  
k = 1, 2, ............., N
X. . . is  the mole fraction of component k in the liqu id
j J »^
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on tray j  column i 
Y. . . is the mole fraction  of component k in the vapor*1 , J , n
leaving tray j  column i
Xf  . . is the mole fraction  of component k in the liqu id  T , 1 , K.
feed to the column i 
Yf  . . is the mole fraction  of component k in the vapor
T , 1 ,  K
feed to the column i
The energy balance around each tray is  given by:
L i , j - l ^ h i , j - l  h i , j ^  +  V i , j + l ^ H i , j + l  h i,j^
= o
h. - is  the molar enthalpy of the liqu id  on tray j  of
column i
H. - is the molar enthalpy of the vapor leaving
tray j  of column i 
hf  . is  the molar enthalpy of the liqu id  feed to 
column i
Hf  . is  the molar enthalpy of the vapor feed to  
*»^
column i
The equilibrium relationship holds fo r each component at each tray  
of each column
Yi ,J ,k  = Ki , j , k  Xi , j , k
K. . . is the equilibrium coeffic ien t fo r each
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component k at tray j  of column i
T. - is the temperature on tray j  of column i
* * J
P. is the pressure a t column i
The summation of vapor mole fractions above each tray is  equal to 
the summation of liq u id  mole fractions on each tra y , which is  used 
fo r bubble point temperature convergence.
N N
k=l k=l
The liqu id  rate from the tray depends on the moles of liq u id  on the 
tray  according to Francis' weir formula
M. . Ml , j  wa
H  ------------------------How w
p . . AKi , j  sec
L. , = 1.837 p .  . W. H 1,5 /  M i , j  Kn ,j L ow wa
M is the average molecular weight on the trayWa
p. - is the average liqu id  density
* )J
is the cross-sectional area of the traysec
H is the height of the weirw
H is the height over the weirow
is the weir length
2. Reboiler and the Base of the Column : (Figure 3-2)
The to ta l mass balance for the base is: 
d
d t ^ i  ,n t ( i )+ P  -  *" i,n t( i)  ®i ^ i ,n t ( i ) + l










Figure 3” 2 Notations around Reboiler.
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M- is the holdup of liq u id  in the column bottomi , nt(,  ̂ ) + i
*"i n t ( i )  is  t îe rate ^rom tray  nt co^umn i
is the bottom product rate of column i
Vn- 1S the vapor rate into the bottom base
The N component mass balances fo r the base are reduced to:
d 1
( Xi , n t ( i ) + l , k )  = {
dt Mi,n t ( i)+ 1
*"i ,n t ( i ) ^ Xi ,n t ( i ) , k  Xi ,n t( i)+ l,k ^
^i , n t ( i ) + l ^ i  ,n t ( i ) + l ,k  Xi ,n t ( i ) + l , k ^
Xi n t ( i ) + l  k is  t îe mô e ^ractl0n component k in the
base of column i 
Yi  ̂ 1S the mole fraction  of component k in the
vapor stream leaving the base of column i
The energy balance includes the heat transfer rate to column i
*^b,i + *"i , n t ( i ) ^ i  ,n t ( i )  N ,n t( i)+ 1 ?
^i ,n t ( i  ) + l ^ i  ,n t ( i ) + l  N ,n t( i)+ 1 ^  -  ^
hi is  the molar enthalpy of the liq u id  in the base
of column i
Hi n t^ - j+2 1S t *ie niolar enthalpy of the vapor leaving the 
base of column i
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 ̂ is the heat input to column i
For column 1, the heat transfer rate is  defined as
^ b , l  ~ ^ re b V e b ^ s  " * " l,n t( l)+ P
is  the overall heat transfer co e ffic ien t of 
rebo iler
A k is  the reboiler heat transfer area
T$ is  the temperature of the steam outside
reboiler tubes
Ti is  the temperature in the rebo iler and the
base of column i
For column 2, the heat transfer rate is  defined as
Qb,2 = UrcArc(T l ,c  " T2 ,n t(2 )+ P
U _ is  the overall heat transfer coe ffic ien t of therc
reboi1er/condenser
A is  the reboiler/condenser heat transfer arearc
T. is  the temperature in the condenser of column i1 ,c
The equilibrium  relationships hold fo r N components
,n t ( i ) + l ,k  "  ,n t ( i )+ l ,k  * i  ,n t ( i ) + l ,k
The to ta l vapor mole fractions is  equal to the to ta l liq u id  mole
fractions; T. 1S thus determined.
N N
2 ^ i ,n t ( i ) + l ,k   ̂ ^ i ,n t ( i ) + l ,k  _  ̂
k=l k=l
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The bottom product rate is manipulated to control the holdup in the 
base of the bottom
Bi = Kb lc ,i  <
^ i ,n t ( i ) + l  ^ i ,n t ( i ) + l ,0
sec pi ,n t ( i ) + l
K, , . is  the dimensionless con tro ller gain of
u  I C  ̂1
column i
Mi q is  the holdup at zero flow
A is  cross-sectional area for each columnsec
The energy balance on the steam chest is  given by
d
dt
C  (T ) = F . (H -  h ) -  Q. ,mr v s' qbv ss s '  b , l
C is the heat capacitance of the rebo iler tubesmr
F . is the flow rate of the steamqb
Hss is the in le t  enthalpy of the steam
hs(T g) is  the enthalpy of the condensate as i t  leaves
the steam trap
The steam flow rate is  calculated from the discrete composition con­
t r o l le r  assuming that the steam is  perfectly  controlled.
T
A^qb Kb x c ,l^ r r ,n  ^ r r ,n - l  + ^rr,n^
samp 
^bxc,l
^rr,n  ^ l ,n t ( l ) + l , k ,s e t  * l ,n t ( l )+ l ,k ^ n  
K^xc . is  the analyzer con tro lle r gain of column i
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E is  the error at the nth sampling timerr ,n  r 3
Er r  n_ j is  the error at the (n - l ) th  sampling time
T is  the sampling in tervalsamp K 3
T^xc . is  the con tro ller integral time of column i
X̂ .  ̂ is  the mole fraction  of key component
in the base of column
X. .  ̂ \ * * . is  the setpoint on the mole fractioni ,n t ( i ) + l ,k ,s e t  K
of the key component
The feed rate to column 2 is manipulated to control the composition 
of bottom product
T
AEf ,2  ~ ^ b xc ,2^ rr,n  Err ,n -1  + Err,n^
samp 
^bxc,2
Err ,n  "  (X2 ,n t(2 )+ l,k ,s e t  " X2 ,n t(2 )+ l,k^ n
Note that the feed rate to column 1 is
Lf , l  = Lf,sum ‘  Lf ,2
since the feed rate to the system, L* ___, is  constant.f , s u m
The pressure in the steam chest is  a function of the temperature and 
can be calculated by the Antoine equation. The steam is  assumed to 
be saturated as i t  condenses.
’ " < P s> *  A n t , l  *  A n t y < T s *  A n t , 3 >  +  A n t , 4 T ;
*  V s ^ V  + Ant,6TsA"‘ -7
A  ̂ . is  the Antoine co e ffic ien t fo r watern t  y 1
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3. Common Condenser/Reboiler
The heat transfer rate across the common heat exchanger is
Q . i s  the heat condensed a t column iC, 1
4. Condenser of Column 2: (Figure 3-3)
The energy balance is : 
d
Snc ^ co l  ̂ ” ^c,2 ^qc^lw.out ^lw,in^ 
dt
C is  the heat capacitance of the condenser tubesme K
Tcq.| is  the coolant temperature in the condenser
F is  the coolant flowqc
h, . is  the molar enthalpy of the coolant leaving the lw.out 3
condenser
h, is  the molar enthalpy of the coolant entering thelw.rn 3
condenser
The heat transfer rate to the condenser is  
5 c , 2 =  Uc M T2 , c  -  T c o l>
Uc is the condenser heat-transfer coeffic ien t

















Figure 3" 3 Notations around Condenser.
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Ac is the condenser heat-transfer area
T? _ is the temperature in the condenser of column 2c, c
5. Reflux Drums of Both Columns: (Figure 3-3)
The condensation rate of the condenser is:
V c  = S c y t n , , !  -  hT,c>
V. is the condensing liq u id  leaving the condenser 1 , c
N  c 1S mô ar enthalpy of the liqu id  entering the 
r e f1ux drum
The to ta l mass balance is :  
d
dt
= VM  -  Ri -  ° i
M.. d is  the holdup of liq u id  in the reflux drum
is the reflux rate  
D. is  the d is t i l la te
The N component mass balances on the reflux drum are
d Vi>d
* Xi,d ,k^  = (Yi , l , k  “ Xi ,d ,k ) 
dt Mi,d
Xi d k 1S mô e ^ract i ° n component k of column i
The energy balance is
hi r " hi h = 0i ,c i ,d
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h.  ̂ is the molar enthalpy of the liqu id  in the reflux  
drum
The d is t i l la te  composition con tro lle r equations are d iffe re n t  
d iffe re n t control schemes are applied. The general equations are 
follows:
T
AU . . = K. (E -  E , +  E )d ,i dxc,i r r ,n  r r ,n ~ l rr ,n
samp
Tdxc,i
^rr,n  ^ i ,d ,k ,s e t  *i,d ,k^ n
Allj . is  the move of manipulated variable for
d is t i l la te  con tro lle r of column i 
Kdxc is the analyzer con tro lle r gain fo r d is t i l la te
con tro lle r of column i 
Tdxc is  the con tro lle r integral time fo r d is t i l la te
con tro lle r of column i 
X.j  ̂  ̂ is  the mole fraction  of the key component on the
top of column i 
Xi  ̂  ̂ se-t 1S t îe setpoint of the mole fraction of the key 
component of column i
For the energy balance control scheme, 
4Ud>i = 4R,
For the material balance control scheme,
AU . . = AD. d, i  i
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For the modified material balance control scheme, same equations as
above are used. Thus,
AU. . = AD. d, i i
For Ryskamp's control scheme,
AUd>i = A(D/(R+D))i
In the same l ik e , the level con tro ller equations of the reflux drum
also change as the control scheme varies. The level con tro ller of
column 1 is  a PI con tro lle r which can set the heat transfer area fo r
the flooded condenser i f  necessary.
H. , . -  M. .l ,d ,s e t  l ,d
U, , = -  U. i -----------------------------------  + SYL , 1  L , l , m a x
M l , d , m a x  "  M l , d , 0
Ui is  the manipulated variable when the contro llerL,i,max r
output is  at i ts  maximum
M.j d g is  the holdup of liq u id  in the reflux drum
when the reflux is  zero
M,- a is  the holdup of liqu id  in the reflux drumi ,d,max n
when the level is  maximum 
Mi d set is  the setpoint of holdup of liqu id  in the
reflux  drum
The SY term is  determined as follows. Recall that PI equation is
Kc
UL , l ( t )  = UL,1 + Kce ( t )  +  / e < t)d t
T i
w h e r e
-  U
K = c
L , l , m a x
M l , d , m a x  _  M l , d , 0
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e ( t )  Ml,d ,s e t  " Ml,d
le t
Kc
SY(t) = UL 1 + — /e ( t ) d t
then
Ti
UL , l ( t )  = Kce ( t )  + SY(t)
So, the derivative of SY is
d Kc
 (SY) = 0 +  e ( t )
dt t .
1
=  CUL>1( t )  -  SY (t)]
Ti
Therefore, SY is  also a state variab le.
For column 2, the level con tro lle r is  a proportional only contro ller  
because the heat transfer area is  fixed fo r the non-flooded conden­
ser and there is  no need to set the level of the reflux drum.
M2,d ,set ‘  M2,d
UL,2 = UL,2,max --------------------------------  + SY
M2,d,max " M2,d ,0
In d e ta ils , fo r the energy balance control scheme,
UL ,i = Di
fo r the material balance control scheme,
U. . = R.L, i i
fo r the modified material balance control scheme,
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Ki > - is the feedforward gain I,m at,i 3
D . is the design flow of the d is t i l la tes ,i 3
D. is the current flow signal of the d is t i l la te
fo r Ryskamp's control scheme,
V i = (Ri * V
the d is t i l la te  of each column is ,
D. = (R,. + D . )  ( D /( R+D)) -
and the reflux of each column is ,
R, = (R, * D,) - D,
6. Column Pressure:
The pressure in the column is  assumed uniform so that the variation  
of pressure with time can be approximated as a resu lt of the change 
in the condensation rate  in the condenser. Therefore, the mass bal­
ance on the gas phase of the entire  column is  w ritten  as follows.





T. temperature in the condenser of column i1 «c
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VC0L  ̂ the to ta l vapor volume of column i
V.j  ̂ vapor condensed in column i
V. , vapor entering the condenser of column i
 ̂* *
That V.j j  represents the net vapor generated in the column a fte r  the 
quasi-steady state energy balance on each tray has been sa tis fied .
3 .2 .3  THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
The Redlich-Kwong equation of state is  used to calculate the fugacity  
co e ffic ien ts , and the Wilson equation is  used to calculate the a c tiv ity  
co e ffic ien ts . The enthalpies of vapor mixtures are calculated from the 
deviation from ideal gas mixture through the equation of state . The en­
thalpies of liq u id  mixtures are calculated from the vapor enthaplies at 
the saturation pressure by adding the heat of vaporization and neglect­
ing the e ffe c t of pressure in excess of the saturation pressure and the 
heat of mixing. The enthalpies of both steam and cooling water are also 
calculated using the same equations fo r pure compounds. The density of 
the pure compound is  available from the CAST Pure Compound Data Bank 
(Reid et a l .  1977). The variation of liq u id  density with temperature is  
neglected. The d e ta ils  of these equations are given in Appendix B. ( 
Note that the CAST Pure Compound Data Bank was created at LSU from a 
tape supplied by the ASPEN development group at MIT through the Comput­
ers and Systems Technology Division of AIChE. )
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3.3 METHOD OF SOLUTION
The general features of the dynamic simulation program are introduced 
f i r s t .  Then the solution algorithms are described.
3 .3 .1  GENERAL FEATURES
The two CMS EXEC f i le s  which are used to execute the program either 
on lin e  or in batch mode under IBM's VM/SP are lis te d  in Appendix C. 
The input/output f i le s  are also documented in Appendix C. The major 
features are specified in the main program. The main program can also 
be used fo r steady state in i t ia l  condition calcu lation , or dynamic simu­
la tion  fo r open-loop step tests . The operating conditions of the col­
umns can be specified fo r high product p u rities  (0 .985, 0.015) or for 
low product p u rities  (0 .9 5 , 0 .0 5 ). The constraints of holdups are d if ­
ferent in both operating conditions; they are provided from d iffe ren t  
f i le s .
For the dynamic control simulation, any one of the four control 
schemes can be chosen. The disturbance associated with the dynamic sim­
ulation can be chosen as one of the following: feed rate change, feed 
composition change, or cooling water temperature change. Furthermore, 
the control algorithm can be specified as e ith e r the PI algorithm or the 
Dynamic Matrix Control algorithm.
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For the open-loop step te s t, any one of the four control schemes can 
be chosen. For a given control scheme, any manipulated variable can be 
disturbed in e ith er positive or negative d irection by any desired 
amount.
The following function are also performed by the main program:
1. References the physical properties used in th is  program from the 
CAST Pure Compound Data Bank (Reid, Sherwood, and Prausnitz, 1977).
2. Reads the number of components in the system, the number of columns,
and the number of trays in each column.
3. Reads the feed stages, and the feed conditions.
4. Reads the weir length, tray  area, volume of the columns, volume of 
the column bases, and volume of the reflux drums.
5. Reads the level setpoint fo r the common condenser/reboiler.
6. Reads the pressures and temperatures of both the supplied steam to
the rebo iler and the in le t  cooling water to the condenser.
7. Reads the heat capacitances, C and C . of rebo ile r tubes and con-mr me
denser tubes.
8. Reads the tuning constants fo r a ll the level contro llers .
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9. Reads the maximum transmitter-ranges of re flu x , d is t i l la te ,  and bot­
tom product rate .
10. Reads the maximum holdup in the reflux drum.
The values of some above variables are lis ted  in Appendix D. With 
the above specifications, the dynamic simulation starts  from the in it ia l  
steady state. The method by which th is  in i t ia l  steady state is  obtained 
is  described next. The steady state solution is converged using the 
Newton-Raphson method. The results of the ASPEN PLUS steady state simu­
la tion  were used as the in i t ia l  guesses for th is  program. The liqu id  
mole fraction p ro f ile , column pressures, and liqu id  flow rates from a ll  
the trays are read in . The holdups are calculated from liqu id  flow 
rates using the Francis' weir formula. The four manipulated variables 
are specified with the design values from ASPEN PLUS steady state sol­
ution, and they w ill  be specified by controllers a t any sampling in te r­
val in dynamic simulation. A fter constraints fo r a l l  the variables are 
read in , constrained Newton-Raphson is  used to solve fo r a converged 
steady state.
3 .3 .2  SOLUTION ALGORITHMS FOR DYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM
The present program has the following state variables: the liqu id  
holdup on each tra y , the liq u id  mole fractions on each tra y , the pres­
sure in each column, the temperatures in the rebo iler and condenser, and 
the integration variab le , SY, in the level con tro ller of the high pres­
sure column. A ll the algebraic variables can be calculated from the
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state variables. The following algorithms describe the dynamic simu­
la tion  procedures.
1. The in i t ia l  steady states are read in.
2. The d iffe re n tia l equations, which are in state variable form, are
integrated fo r each control sampling time in terval by LSODE to ob­
ta in  the new set of state variables fo r the present time. The de­
r iv a tiv e  subroutine which LSODE requires fo r integration is
described as follows. The present algebraic variables are calcu­
lated from the present state variables in the following manner:
a. Calculation of the flows from the level contro llers . For exam­
p le , the re flux  and the bottom product rates are calculated from 
the holdups on both reflux drum and base through the level con­
tro lle rs  i f  the material balance control scheme is  applied.
b. The temperature (T . .)  and vapor molar fractions (Y. . . ) fo r1 , J 1 , J , K
each tray  are obtained through bubble point temperature calcu­
lations with given values of column pressure (P .)  and liqu id  
molar fractions (X. . . ) .  The (T . .)  and (Y . . . )  of la s t time
' » J » *  * »J • »J  ) ^
in terva l are used as the in i t ia l  guesses of the converged sol­
ution.
c. The vapor enthalpies, liq u id  enthalpies, liq u id  densities, and 
average molecular weight fo r the mixture are calculated since
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the (P ^ ,  ^Xi , j,k ^  and ^Yi , j ,k ^  ° f  that tray are a11
known.
d. The liq u id  rate of each tray is calculated top-down from the top 
using the Francis' weir Formula with given holdup, temperature, 
and density.
e. The heat transfer rates of the reb o ile r, common heat exchanger, 
and condenser are calculated.
f .  The vapor flow rate from each tray  is  calculated bottom-up from 
the algebraic energy balances equations.
g. The derivatives of a ll  the state variables are calculated from 
the d iffe re n tia l equations.
3. The composition control equations, which are discrete contro llers , 
are used to calculate the manipulated variables fo r the next sample 
in te rv a l.
4. Return to step 2 un til the integration period ends.
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3.4 SUMMARY
A dynamic simulation program is  disigned fo r the double e ffec t d is­
t i l la t io n  system and has the following characteristics. The LSODE pack­
age which performs the integration fo r the s t i f f  system very e ff ic ie n t ly  
is  used for the in tegrator. This dynamic simulation program has fea­
tures to predict nonideal solution behavior and allow pressure to vary 
with time. The models have included a ll the major important dynamics 
fo r the system which includes the two d is t il la t io n  columns, rebo iler, 
condenser, and common condenser/reboiler. The required contro ller 
equations fo r four d iffe re n t control schemes and two d iffe ren t control 
algorithms are also included. This is  therefore a complete and rigorous 
simulation fo r a fundamental model of the double e ffe c t heat integrated 
d is t il la t io n  columns.
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CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC RESULTS FOR FEEDBACK PI CONTROL ALGORITHM
The objective of th is  chapter is  to compare the performances of four 
d iffe re n t d is t il la t io n  control schemes using dynamic simulation of the 
energy integrated columns. The energy balance control (EBC) scheme, the 
material balance control (MBC) scheme, the modified material balance 
control (modified MBC) scheme, and Ryskamp's control scheme are in tro ­
duced fo r feed s p lit  (FS) double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  co­
lumns. The open loop responses resulting from the step tes t are 
obtained through simulation and provide information fo r tuning. The 
steady state re la tiv e  gain matrix fo r each control scheme is  analyzed to 
check the steady state interaction of each control scheme. The perform­
ances of PI feedback controllers fo r columns with product purities  
(0 .95 , 0.05) are compared fo r d iffe re n t control schemes. F in a lly , the 
performances of three selected schemes are compared on columns with 
higher product purities  (0 .985, 0.015) to see i f  the conclusions drawn 
from the lower purity  column hold true fo r columns with purer products.
4.1 CONTROL SCHEMES
M ultivariable control schemes require the pairing between the con­
tro lle d  and the manipulated variables. D iffe ren t control schemes result 
in d iffe re n t degrees of in teraction among the control loops. Choosing
-  91 -
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the rig h t control scheme w ill  y ie ld  less in teraction  among the loops and 
give rise to better con tro lle r performance.
O verall, there are ten controlled variables fo r feed s p lit  double e f­
fec t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns: i . e . ,  four compositions, two 
re flux  drum levels , two base leve ls , and two pressures. There are also 
nine manipulated variables fo r th is  system; four of them pertain to the 
high pressure column, i . e . ,  heat input to the reb o ile r, d is t i l la te ,  re­
f lu x , and bottom product ra te , and fiv e  of them come from the low pres­
sure column, i . e . ,  feed to the low pressure column, d is t i l la t e ,  re flu x , 
bottom product ra te , and heat removal from the condenser. Actually, 
when the feed to the low pressure column increases, the feed to the high 
pressure column decreases, and vice versa, since the to ta l feed to both 
columns is  constant. Two pressures are uncontrolled since the floating  
pressure operation is  implemented in th is  system. The pressure in the 
high pressure column is allowed to f lo a t  on the low pressure column, 
while that in the low pressure column is  allowed to f lo a t  on the conden­
ser of the low pressure column. The coolant flow through the condenser 
of the low pressure column is assumed constant during the transient pe­
riod and is  not a manipulated variab le . Any'change on the coolant flow  
is  regarded as a disturbance to the system. As a re s u lt, the system has 
eight controlled variables and eight manipulated variables le f t  to form 
eight controlled loops.
I t  is  not c r it ic a l fo r the four liq u id  levels to stay a t th e ir  set- 
points, so the tuning constants of the four level controllers were set 
at fixed values. A ctua lly , three of these level contro llers are propor­
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tional only con tro lle rs . Only the four composition controllers are 
tuned each run to force the compositions of the four product streams to 
stay at th e ir  setpoints as much as possible. Therefore, the composition 
controllers are active , while the level controllers are passive, that 
is , optimum dynamic performance is not c r it ic a l  fo r the level control­
le rs .
Four d iffe re n t control schemes, i . e . ,  energy balance control scheme 
(EBC), material balance control scheme (MBC), modified material balance 
control scheme (modified MBC), and Ryskamp's control scheme, are com­
pared using dynamic simulation. Although these control schemes are the 
same as those fo r conventional single columns, the pairing of each loop 
on feed s p lit  double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t i l la t io n  columns are i l ­
lustrated from Figures 4-1 to 4-4 fo r the purpose of c la r ity .  In the 
diagrams of Figures 4-1 through 4-4, the control valves represent flow 
control loops.
The bottom composition loops and base level loops are the same fo r 
a ll  four control schemes. The bottom composition in the high pressure 
column is  controlled by the heat input, and that in the low pressure co­
lumn is  controlled by the feed to the low pressure column. The base 
level in each column is  controlled by the bottom product flow from that 
column.
Only the d is t i l la te  composition loops and level loops of the reflux  
drums are d iffe re n t fo r d iffe re n t control schemes. Meanwhile, the pa ir­
ing of d is t i l la te  composition loop fo r the high pressure column is  the































































Figure 4-4. Ryskamp's Control Scheme.
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same as that fo r the low pressure column. The valves on the four prod­
uct flows shown in Figures 4-1 to 4-4 represent actual flow control 
loops in the simulation.
4 .1 .1  ENERGY BALANCE CONTROL (EBC) SCHEME
The EBC scheme is shown on Figure 4-1 . For each column, the d is t i l ­
la te  composition is  controlled by the re flux  flow and the level is con­
tro lle d  by the d is t i l la te  flow.
4 .1 .2  MATERIAL BALANCE CONTROL (MBC) SCHEME
The MBC scheme is displayed on Figure 4-2. The d is t i l la te  composi­
tion  is  controlled by the d is t i l la te  which is  one of the product flows 
of the column. The con tro ller d ire c tly  manipulates the over-a ll compo­
nent material balance of the column. The reflux drum level is con­
tro lle d  by the reflux flow.
4 .1 .3  MODIFIED MATERIAL BALANCE CONTROL (MODIFIED MBC) SCHEME
The d is t i l la te  composition and reflux drum level control loops fo r  
the high pressure column are illu s tra te d  in Figure 4-3. The correspond­
ing control loops on the top of the low pressure column have identical 
designs. This scheme d iffe rs  from the material balance control scheme 
in th a t the signal to the re flux  flow con tro lle r is  modified by the fo l­
lowing equation:
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R = R, -  K, . (D -  D )L 1,matv s'
where
R̂  is the signal from the level con tro lle r  
Ki mat is  the gain of the feedforward signal
D is  the d is t i l la te  flow signal
Dg is  the design d is t i l la te  flow
R is  the the reflux flow signal
I t  is  obvious that the d is t i l la te  transmits the signal d irec tly  to the 
reflux without going through the level co n tro lle r. The advantage is  
that the reflux is  informed of the change of the d is t i l la te  at the same 
time as the d is t i l la te  changes; the time lag introduced by accumulation 
of mass in the reflux drum is avoided.
4 .1 .4  RYSKAMP'S CONTROL SCHEME
The d is t i l la te  composition loop and the level loop of the reflux drum 
fo r the high pressure column are illu s tra te d  in Figure 4-4. The id en ti­
cal design is  ins ta lled  on the top of the low pressure column. The dis­
t i l l a t e  composition is  controlled by a ra t io , D/(R+D), and the reflux  
drum level is  controlled by the sum of the d is t i l la te  and reflux flows. 
This sum, the condensed vapor in the re flu x  drum, is  distributed into  
the d is t i l la te  and re flux  flows according to the output of the composi­
tion co n tro lle r. The fra c tio n , D/(R+D), o f the output signal of the 
level co n tro lle r, corresponds to the d is t i l la te  flow . The signal to the 
reflux flow con tro lle r is  obtained by difference between the output of 
the level co n tro lle r and the d is t i l la te  flow. The d is t i l la te  composi­
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tion  is thus controlled by the variable that affects i t  most, the liqu id  
to vapor ra tio  in the rec tify in g  section of the column. This scheme 
also avoids the time lag introduced by the level con tro lle r in the mate­
r ia l  balance control scheme.
4.2  COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCES FOR DIFFERENT CONTROL SCHEMES
4.2 .1  INTRODUCTION
The comparison is  made on the same basis, i . e . ,  s tarting from product 
compositions (0 .95 , 0 .05 ), receiving the same degree of disturbance. In 
the design of the control system, neither a decoupler nor a feedforward 
contro ller is  allowed to help the feedback con tro lle r. Moreover, the 
composition analyzer is  used to measure the composition. The measure­
ment dead time of the analyzer is  assumed to be zero. This is  because 
the current objective is to compare the performances fo r d iffe re n t con­
tro l schemes rather than study the control problems involving dead time.
The disturbance selected fo r the tests was the change in feed compo­
s itio n , because, unlike the disturbance of changes in feed ra te , i t  usu­
a l ly  cannot be compensated by a feedforward con tro lle r. I t  is  the
disturbance of feed composition change that has to be dea lt with by 
feedback composition control.
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The dynamic response starts from the in i t ia l  steady state, and is  
disturbed by a step change in feed composition. The process is kept at 
the steady state fo r a short while at the beginning of each run to pro­
vide a check that the in i t ia l  conditions constitute a steady state. The 
methanol composition ( l ig h t  component) is  increased from 50% to 55%, and 
the water composition (heavy component) is  decreased from 50% to 45%. 
The compositions of the lig h t component throughout the columns are thus 
increased due to th is  disturbance.
The c r ite r ia  to judge the con tro lle r performance are the unweighted 
ITAE, integral of the time-weighted absolute value of the error, and 
ITSE, integral of the time-weighted square of the error. The mathemat­
ical forms of both ITAE and ITSE are as follows.
«D 4












Nss is  the number of in tervals  to reach steady state
t n is  the time a t the ith  in terval
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e- is the error for the jth  loop
J
e . is  the error for the j th  loop a t the ith  intervaln y J
T   is  the sampling in tervalsamp r J
'Unweighted' means that the ITAE, or the ITSE, of the four controlled  
product compositions are summed together d ire c tly  without concern fo r  
the d iffe re n t market value of products. The ITSE puts more weight on
large errors, and less weight on the smaller errors. The inclusion of
time elapsed from the beginning of the transient puts more weight on er­
rors at the end of the transient than on those at the beginning. The 
units of ITAE and ITSE are 'square of minute' since both tn and Tsamp 
are measured by the minutes.
The following discrete version of the control equation fo r the stand­
ard PI feedback con tro lle r is  used fo r the composition controllers:
"̂samp
AU . = K .(e  - -  e , - + ------------ e .)n ,j  c , j v n ,j n - l , j  n , j y
Ta u i, j
where
AU . is  the change in the manipulated variable fo r the jth  n > j
loop at sample n 
T . . is  the con tro lle r integral time fo r the j th  loop
all I
e . is  the error signal fo r the j th  loop a t the nthn ,j
sampling time
K . is  the proportional gain fo r the j th  loop
^»3
The sampling in terval of of a l l  the PI controllers fo r a ll four control 
schemes used in th is  work is  one minute which is  approximately one tenth
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to one fifte e n th  of the process time constants fo r the lower purity col­
umns. The same sampling interval was also used fo r the higher purity  
columns.
The open loop response of each controlled variable to a step change 
in each manipulated variable provide the necessary information for the 
in i t ia l  tuning of the feedback PI co n tro lle r. A dditionally , the same 
open loop responses y ie ld  the re la tiv e  gain matrix which is  a measure of 
the steady state interactions among the control loops.
For the PI feedback control algorithm, there are tuning formulas that 
y ie ld  'b a ll-p a rk ' values of the tuning parameters: the proportional gain 
and the integral time. The most popular formulas are minimum IAE and 
the Dahlin synthesis formula (Chapter 6, Smith and Corripio, 1985). To 
use these formulas, each open loop response is  f i t te d  with a f irs t-o rd e r  
plus dead time, FOPDT, model, which is
where
" t o j s
Kj j  6
T-S + 1 
J
K-. is  process gain fo r the j th  loop
J J
t n . is  process dead time for the j th  loop
i .  is  process time constant fo r the j th  loop
J
S is  the Laplace transform variable
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Then each formula gives the tuning constants according to the parameters 
of an FOPDT model. For example, the Dahl in synthesis formula fo r 5% ov­
ershoot gives
Tj
KJ j^ t 0 , j  + Tc ,j>
Ta u i, j  '  Tj
where
K . is contro ller gain for the j th  loopC * J
Taui j  is  the con tro lle r integral time fo r the jth  loop
•t. is  the process time constant fo r the j th  loopJ
The open loop gain used in the tuning formulas is  defined as the 
steady state change of the controlled variable divided by the change of 
the manipulated variable when the other manipulated variables are kept 
constant. In general, i t  is
ACi







K .. is  the open loop gain fo r the ith  manipulated
T J
variable on the j th  controlled variable
AĈ  is  steady state change of controlled variable i
AM. is  change of manipulated variable j
J
The open loop gains, time constant and dead time were obtained from the 
step tes t response of the dynamic simulation of the columns. The four 
level controllers are put in automatic and the pressures of both columns
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are allowed to f lo a t when the step changes in the manipulated variables 
are carried out. The re flux  drum level control were tuned as propor­
tional only controllers with a gain of un ity, which is  common pratice  
fo r averaging level control. Even the level con tro lle r fo r the common 
condenser/reboiler which was programmed with integral mode had the in te ­
gral time set to 2000 seconds to make i t  proportional only. The column 
base level controllers had th e ir  gains adjusted so that at the designed 
bottom product flow, a specified hold up was achieved.
F in a lly , the re la tiv e  gain matrix can be calculated from the open 
loop gains. With the open loop gain matrix given, say K m atrix, each 
element in the re la tiv e  gain m atrix, say R m atrix, is  the product of 
each element in K matrix m ultip lied by the corresponding element in the 
transposed inverse of the K m atrix. The rows of the K matrix correspond 
to the four controlled variab les, and the columns of the K matrix corre­
spond to the four manipulated variables. For example,
K =
kl l k12 k13 k14
k21 k22 k23 k24
k31 k32 k33 k34
k41 k42 k43 k . .44
bl l  b12 b13 b14
b21 b22 b23 b24
b31 b32 b33 b34
b41 b42 b43 b44




kl l bl l k12b12 k13b13 k14b14
k21b21 k22b22 k23b23 k24b24
k31b31 k32b32 k33b33 k34b34
k41b41 k42b42 k43b43 k44b44
Each element in the re la tiv e  gain matrix is  the re la tiv e  gain which 
is  defined as:
Gain when the other loops are open
Vi j  =
Gain when the other loops are closed
The numerator is  the open loop gain as defined above. The denominator 
is  defined as M. on C. when a ll other loops are closed and thus a ll
J *
other controlled variables are returned to th e ir  setpoints. Therefore, 
the re la tiv e  gain can be interpreted as:
9Ci
M




The re la tiv e  gain, p . . ,  represents the e ffe c t of closing a l l  other
• J
loops on the process gain for a given pa ir of the controlled and manipu­
lated variables. I t  denotes the degree of the interaction between the 
control loops. The pairing rule suggests the pairing of the positive
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RGM elements that are closest to +1.0. Obviously, the net e ffe c t due to 
interactions from a l l  other loops is  zero when the re la tiv e  gain, p . . ,  
is 1.0.
4 .2 .2  LOW PURITY COLUMNS
The in i t ia l  steady state conditions fo r the EBC control schemes are 
given in Table 4-1 fo r the columns with product compositions (0 .95 , 
0 .05 ). The steady state conditions fo r the MBC and Ryskamp's control 
schemes are not lis ted  here because they deviate from those of the EBC 
scheme by ins ig n ifican t amounts. The in i t ia l  conditions are calculated  
to be at steady state fo r specified in i t ia l  values of the manipulated 
variables.
4 .2 .2 .1  OPEN LOOP RESPONSES
The dynamic open loop responses of the bottom composition in the high 
pressure column caused by a step change of the rate of heat input for 
the EBC, the MBC, and Ryskamp's control schemes, are shown in Figures 
4-5. No obvious dead time was observed from the open loop responses. 
The liq u id  height over the weir on each tray  in th is  work is  designed to 
be small compared with the weir height so that the step responses s tart 
propagating through the column almost immediately a fte r  the manipulated 
variable is  disturbed. Hence, should any dead time be observed in th is
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Table 4-1 Steady State Operating Conditions fo r the 
EBC Scheme at the Low Purity Columns.
107
Column 1 Column 2
Feed Rate,
kgmole/s. 0.015 0.0184
Feed Composition. CH40H, 50% CH40H, 50%
H20, 50% H20, 50%
Feed Temperature,
K. 330.5 330.0
D is t il la te  ra te ,
kgmole/s. 7.927E-3 8.770E-3
D is t il la te  Composition. 0.950 0.950
Bottom Product Rate,
kgmole/s. 7.930E-3 8.770E-3
Bottom Composition. 4.99E-2 4.99E-2








Cooling Water In le t  Temp.,
K. 293.1
Cooling Water In le t  Pressure,
N/m2. 1.013E+5
Steam In le t  Temperature,
K. 502.4
Steam In le t Pressure,
N/m2. 2.758E+6







TIM E “  MINUTETOE — MINUTE
--------  The MBC Scheme
--------  Ryskamp's Control Scheme
-------- The EBC Scheme
Figure 4-5. The Open Loop Responses of Distillate and 
Bottom Compositions for the EBC, MBC, and 
Ryskamp's Control Schemes due to a Step 
Increase of a Heat Input.
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case, i t  would come from the composition analyzer due to measurement, 
which was not included in the simulation.
The open loop gains fo r the EBC, MBC, and Ryskamp's control schemes 
for columns with product compositions (0 .9 5 , 0.05) are given in Table 
4-2. The unit fo r each term is  {%  of mole composition/ % of valve 
range). For each case, the manipulated variable is  disturbed by +2 % 
from its  steady state value. Therefore, the disturbance of the manipu­
lated variable is  +1% of the to ta l flow range since the in i t ia l  steady 
state value starts  from the midpoint of the to ta l range.
The results of the open loop tests w ill be discussed in the following  
order. The open loop gain on step change of heat input w ill  be dis­
cussed f i r s t ,  followed by the re flu x , d is t i l la te ,  and ra tio  of D/(R+D), 
and, f in a lly ,  the feed rate to the low pressure column. F irs tly , the 
open loop gains due to a step change of heat input are discussed in the 
sequence of the EBC scheme, MBC scheme, and Ryskamp's control scheme.
In the case of the EBC scheme, the level of the reflux drum is  manip­
ulated by the d is t i l la te  product; a step increase of the rate of heat 
input increases the d is t i l la te  rate to carry the additional condensed 
vapor, which is  mostly the lig h t component, out of the column as the re­
flux flow is  constant. Thus the reflux ra tio  is  decreased. Both the 
top and bottom compositions of the lig h t component in both columns de­
crease monotonically. According to the current design, the +2 % step 
increase of the heat input rate results in +0.69 % increase of the heat 
transfer rate to the low pressure column. The heat input to the low
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Table 4 -2 . Open Loop Gains ( % mole composition /  % to ta l flow 
range ) fo r the EBC, MBC, and Ryskamp's Schemes for 
the Low Purity Columns.







+0.50 -0 .69 -0.02 -0 .27
X cr
H
+1.09 -1 .19 -0.15 -1.77
Xd2 -0.05 -0 .22 +0.30 +0.10
Xb2 -0.19 -0.73 +0.59 +1.00
(2 ) the MBC Scheme






■» -0 .72 +0.10 -0.08 -0 .48
Xbj -1 .10 -0.09 +0.07 -1.59
Xd2 -0 .04 +0.17 -0.71 +0.25
Xb2 +0.03 -0 .17 -1.10 +1.49
(3 ) Ryskamp's Control Scheme
Dj/CRj+Dj ) Fqb d2/ ( r2+d2) F2
X Q. H -0.257 -0.321 -0.003 -0.494
X cr H -0.455 -0.722 +0.073 -1.582
Xd2 +0.01 -0.114 -0.243 +0.110
Xb2 +0.059 -0.605 -0.425 +1.204
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pressure column is  increased in a smaller ra tio  than that of the high 
pressure column. Therefore, the open loop gains fo r both d is t i l la te  and 
bottom compositions in the high pressure column are greater than th e ir  
counterparts in the low pressure column respectively.
In the case of the MBC scheme, on the other hand, the level of the 
re flux  drum is  manipulated by the reflux flow; a step increase in the 
rate of heat input does make the bottom composition drop in i t ia l ly  be­
cause more lig h t component is  vaporized; however, the reflux brings a ll  
the condensed vapor back to the column to raise the composition p ro file  
of the lig h t component because the d is t i l la te  is constant. This results  
in a non-monotonic response (Figure 4-5) of the bottom composition for  
the MBC scheme. S im ilar non-monotonic responses are observed throughout 
both columns. Due to th is  e ffe c t, both open loop gains fo r the bottom 
compositions in the MBC scheme are smaller than th e ir  counterparts in 
the EBC scheme. The re flux  also results in the inverse response for the 
d is t i l la te  composition (Figure 4 -5 ). Thus, the difference in signs of 
the open loop gains of both d is t i l la te  and bottom product compositions 
in the high pressure column is  observed in Table 4-2. The d is t i l la te  
composition is  in i t ia l l y  decreased due to the increase of the heat 
input; however, the increased reflux makes i t  purer than the original 
composition since re flux  ra tio  is  increased. As a consequence, increas­
ing the rate of heat input enhances the separation of products on both 
ends. A sim ilar phenomena is  observed in the low pressure column.
The gains in the high pressure column are less than th e ir  counter­
parts in the low pressure column, 0.10 vs. 0.17 and -0 .09  vs. -0 .1 7 .
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According to the current design, the increased rate of heat input to the 
high pressure column is +2 %, and i t  results in +1.22 % change of heat 
transfer rate to the low pressure column. However, the reflux ra tio  for 
the high pressure column is  1.40, and that fo r the low pressure column 
is  0.78. Consequently, the reflux ra tio  in the low pressure column in­
creases +2.78 % as compared to +0.314 % fo r the high pressure column. 
Normally, the separation is  enhanced when more heat is  transferred to 
the rebo iler because more lig h t component is  vaporized and the reflux  
also increases, as the d is t i l la te  rate is  constant. Thus the separation 
in the low pressure column is  enhanced more than that in the high pres­
sure column, and the gains in the low pressure column are greater than 
those in the high pressure column.
In the case of the Ryskamp's scheme, the open loop responses fo r both 
d is t i l la te  and bottom product compositions due to increase of heat input 
rate monotonically decrease (Figure 4 -5 ). A constant reflux ra tio  is  
maintained, but the increase of the d is t i l la te  flow reduces the composi­
tion of lig h ts . The corresponding steady state gains in th is  scheme are 
intermediate between th e ir  counterparts in the EBC and MBC schemes be­
cause the level con tro lle r returns only a fraction  of R/(R+D) of the 
condensed vapor back to the column to counteract part of the e ffe c t due 
to vaporization.
Secondly, the open loop gains due to a step increase of the reflux in 
the EBC scheme, the d is t i l la te  in the MBC scheme, and the fraction  
D/(R+D) in Ryskamp's scheme are discussed. They a l l  have the common 
feature that the manipulated variable a ffects  its  own column much more
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than the other column. For each column, these manipulated variables 
generally a ffe c t the liq u id  compositions on the intermediate trays much 
more than those on the trays which are very close to both ends, because
the mixtures are close to pure' compounds at both ends. In the case of
the EBC scheme, fo r example, the increase of the re flux  increases a ll  
the liq u id  compositions throughout the column because the reflux has a 
re la tiv e ly  higher composition of the lig h t component. The ra tio  of l iq ­
uid compositions a fte r  to those before the step increase of the re flux , 
increases as i t  cascades down the column because the upper trays have a 
higher composition of the lig h te r  component. As fo r the gains, those on 
the intermediate trays are generally greater than those at the ends.
A dditionally , the step increases of the heat input rate in the EBC
scheme and Ryskamp's scheme have greater gain for the bottom composition 
than fo r the d is t i l la te  composition. This may not be true when product 
p u rities  are asymmetric and the bottom product is  very close to a pure 
compound. In the case of the EBC scheme, fo r example, the ra tio  of l iq ­
uid compositions a fte r  and before the step increase of the heat input 
rate decreases as i t  cascades down the column. The gains are normally 
greater on the intermediate trays than on both ends.
F in a lly , the open loop gains of the feed to the low pressure column 
are discussed. The red is tribu tion  of feed load between the two columns 
has a greater e ffe c t on the composition in the hi’gh pressure column than 
on that in the low pressure column in a l l  three control schemes. This 
is  because the design feed load to the high pressure column is  less than 
that to the low pressure column. The step increases of the feed rate
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change to the low pressure column in a ll  three control schemes have 
greater e ffec t on the liqu id  compositions on the intermediate trays than
on those close to the ends.
The non-monotonic responses shown in Figure 4-5 fo r the MBC scheme
makes i t  d i f f ic u l t  to control the composition by feedback control. This
is  not reflected by the open loop gain. Thus i t  is  to be expected that 
the scheme shown to have the least steady state interactions w ill not 
resu lt in the best dynamic control performance.
4 .2 .2 .2  MEASUREMENT OF STEADY STATE INTERACTION
The re la tiv e  gain matrix (RGM) fo r feed s p lit  heat integrated columns 
with lower product p u rities  (0 .95 , 0 .05 ), in MBC, EBC, and Ryskamp's 
control schemes are presented in Table 4-3. The pairing rule suggests 
the pairing such that the diagonal terms of the RGM are as close to +1.0 
as possible to minimize in teraction . However, the scheme used by th is  
research is  the conventional pairing instead of the one suggested by the 
re la tiv e  gain m atrix. The reason is  discussed in the following section.
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Table 4-3. Relative Gain Matrices fo r EBC, MBC, and Ryskamp's 
Control Schemes fo r the Low Purity Columns.
(1 ) the EBC Scheme
R1 Fqb R2 F2
X Q
.
H +4.8116* -3.0031 -0.0939 -0.7145
Xb: -4.3411 +2.7449 +0.2894* +2.3018
Xd2 -0.4972 -1.3619 +2.7654 +0.0938*
Xb2 +1.0267 +2.6152* -1.9609 -0.6810
(2 ) the MBC Scheme






» +1.4000* +0.2897 -0.0917 -0.5980




-0.0326 +0.2976 +0.9357* -0.2007
Xb2 -0.0149 +0.2432* +0.2121 +0.5596
(3 ) Ryskamp's Control Scheme
D1/(R 1+D1) Fqb d2/ ( r2+d2) F2
X Q
.
H +2.8312* -0.9948 +0.0034 -0.8398
Xbj -1.8848 +1.3660 +0.0463 +1.4725*
CM
“OX
-0.0029 -0.2058 +1.3176* -0.1090
Xb£ +0.0565 +0.8346* -0.3673 +0.4762
" * " indicates the pairing suggested by the pairing ru le .
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For the EBC scheme, the RGM suggests the pairings as:
116
Loops Relative
R1 —  Xd ,l 4.8116
Fqb Xb,2 2.6152
R2 Xb ,l 0.2894
F2 Xd,2 0.0938
The suggested pairings s t i l l  result in heavy interaction fo r a ll loops. 
The X  ̂ j  and ^  are controlled by the manipulated variables from the 
other column respectively; th is  is  dynamically undesirable.
For the MBC scheme, the RGM suggests the pairings as:
Loops Relative







The open loop response of bottom composition of the low pressure column, 
Xb 2> a^s0 has inverse response due to the increase of heat input, F 
although the response is less obvious and more sluggish because th is  is  
the secondary e ffe c t. There is  no reason not pairing the loop with the 
primary e ffe c t which occurs a t the loop of F ^— X  ̂ The suggested
pairings are not used because of dynamic considerations.
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For Ryskamp's scheme, the RGM suggests the pairings as:
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Loops Relative Gains
D1/(R 1+D1) Xd ,l 2.8312
Fqb Xb,2 0.8346









These suggested pairings are ju s t a l i t t l e  better than the conventional 
pairing used in th is  research, which is  as follows:
Loops Relative Gains
W W —  Xd , l 2.8312
Fqb """ Xb ,l 1.3660




Although the steady state re la tiv e  gains fo r the conventional pairings  
suggest higher in te rac tion , they should resu lt in more e ffe c tive  control 
because of dynamic response considerations.
The pairing suggested by the RGM is  not used in th is  research because 
the RGM preserves only the characteristics involving the steady state  
open loop gains; other dynamic information is  not included. When the 
conventional pairings are used in each of the three above schemes, the 
MBC scheme has the least steady state in teraction; Ryskamp's scheme has
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a l i t t l e  more in teraction  than the MBC scheme, while the EBC scheme has 
the most in teraction .
4 .2 .2 .3  CONTROLLER PERFORMANCES
All the open loop responses fo r the EBC, MBC, and Ryskamp's schemes 
can be modeled as f irs t-o rd e r  plus dead-time using the two-point method, 
which can be consulted from Smith and Corripio (1985), except fo r the 
bottom composition loop of the high pressure column for the MBC scheme.
Since there is  almost no dead time appearing in the FOPDT model for 
present operating conditions, the ( tg A )  is  less than 0.1 fo r most 
cases. Therefore, the minimum IAE formula is  not suitable to use and 
the Dahl in synthesis formula is  chosen to tune the contro llers . The 
contro ller performance fo r the EBC scheme is  displayed in Figure 4-6. 
When the system is  disturbed by step increase of the methanol feed com­
position, both d is t i l la te  and bottom product compositions are increased. 
The FOPDT models fo r the four composition loops are:
loop gain (%/%) t ( s ) V * )
xd , l ~ Rl 0.2475 690. 0.
xb , l ~ Fqb -0.597 480. 0.
Xd,2 R2 0.156 420. 60.
Xb,2""F2 0.5 570. 0.
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The 2— ^2 0̂0f) ^as ^eac* tifne in 1ts ^ ^ T  dynamic model because the
open loop response is  comparatively sluggish.
The Dahl in formulas suggest the tuning constants:
loop Kc (% /  mole fra c .) Taui
xd, r - Ri 400.8 690.
Xb , l” Fqb -167.5 480.
Xd,2~"R2 641. 420.
Xb,2 F2 200. 570.
ter refined tunings, the tuning constants are:
loop Kc (%  /  mole fra c .) T . (s ) aui v '
Xd , l” Rl 929. 690.
Xb , r - Fqb -217.75 480.
Xd, 2 R2 860. 420.
Xb,2 F2 100. 570.
The performance is  22.597 for ITAE, and 0.081 fo r ITSE. The bottom com­
position loop of the high pressure column is  more t ig h tly  tuned than the 
Dahlin formula suggests. The reason fo r  refined tunings is described as 
follows. The increase of heat input vaporizes more of the lig h t  compo­
nent, so the composition pro files  throughout both columns are decreased. 
This one manipulated variable helps the other three loops. The faster  
increase of the heat input, since i t  is  tuned more t ig h tly , not only 
makes the two bottom compositions decrease but also makes the two dis­
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t i l l a t e  compositions lower than th e ir  setpoints immediately. Then the 
two d is t i l la te  compositions are brought back to th e ir  setpoints by in­
creasing th e ir  respective re flux  with greater gains.
The controllers are re la tiv e ly  well tuned in Figure 4-6; no osc il­
la tion  is seen. The transients reach steady states within 40-50 minutes 
a fte r  the disturbance s tarts .
However, the tuning of controllers fo r the MBC scheme is d iffe re n t. 
The FOPDT models fo r the four composition loops are:
loop gain { % /% ) t ( s ) t Q (s:
xd , l ” Dl -0.716 1080. 0 .
Xb ,1 Fqb -0.000866
OCM 0 .
Xd,2 °2 -0.707 1080. 300.
Xb,2” F2 1.49 840. 0 .
The d is t i l la te  composition loop fo r the low pressure column has dead 
time in its  FOPDT model because its  response is  more sluggish than other 
loops. In i t ia l ly ,  the following tuning constants are used,
loop Kc (% /  mole fra c .) Taui
Xd , l “ Dl -138. 1080.
Xb , l  Fqb -151.5 240.
Xd,2 °2 -141.5 1080.
Xb,2 F2 67.2 840.
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The above parameters are calculated from the Dahl in synthesis formula 
with
and
Kc = 1 / V  Tc = t ’
^aui T
The Kp fo r ^— F  ̂ loop does not use the steady-state gain, but uses
the 'peak g a in ', i . e . ,  the change a t the peak of non-monotonic response 
divided by the percentage change of the manipulated variable. The 
steady state process gain is not used because i t  is too small and w ill  
resu lt in too t ig h t a tuning.
The in i t ia l  results indicate that a ll  four product compositions and 
the pressures of the two columns experience heavy osc illa tions . The 
pressures vary widely with the heat input to the high pressure column. 
The higher the gain of the bottom composition loop, the more osc illa to ry  
the column pressure.
The remedy is  to tune the d is t i l la te  composition loop more t ig h tly  
and detune the bottom composition loop of the high pressure column. In ­
creasing the d is t i l la te  makes both the d is t i l la te  and bottom compos­
itio n s  decrease. The bottom composition con tro lle r slowly increases the 
heat input, since i t  is detuned, to make the methanol compositions 
throughout the column decrease. Although the increase of the heat input 
has a tendency to make the d is t i l la te  composition purer due to inverse 
response, the t ig h tly  tuned d is t i l la te  composition contro ller can over­
come th is  interaction and s t i l l  bring the methanol composition downward.
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The smaller the gain of the bottom composition loop, the more stable 
w ill the pressure be. The tuning constants of the bottom composition 
loop are detuned until the o sc illa tio n  is reduced.
For the low pressure column, constructive interactions occur. In ­
creasing the d is t i l la te  and decreasing the feed rate to the low pressure 
column together lower the composition p ro f ile . Note that the temporary 
decrease of the feed rate to the low pressure column would have caused 
the composition p ro file  of the high pressure column to rise ; however, 
the e ffe c t of th is  destructive in teraction  is  small and is  overcome by 
the increase of the d is t i l la te  rate of the high pressure column.
The fin a l con tro ller performance is  displayed in Figure 4-6 to com­
pare i t  with that of the EBC scheme. The manipulated variables fo r  ̂
and 2 in Figure 4-6 are Dj and D2 respectively.
The fin a l tuning constants used are:
loop Kc (% /  mole fra c .) Taui
xd , r - ° i -180. 250.
Xb . r - Fqb -  60. 300.
Xd,2 D2
OinH1 500.
Xb,2 F2 90. 900.
The performance is  156.15 fo r ITAE, and 1.234 fo r ITSE. The con tro lle r  
is  re la tiv e ly  well tuned since the tra je c to rie s  of the controlled v a r i­
ables follow  para lle l to those which are tuned by the DMC algorithm, as 
w ill be seen from Figure 5 -5 , except fo r a l i t t l e  time lag.
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Referring to Figure 4-5, i t  is a coincidence that both the d is t i l la te  
and the re flux  in the high pressure column increase by the same percent­
age for both the MBC and the EBC schemes since the reflux ra tio  does not 
change very much under current disturbances. However, both the d is t i l ­
la te  and the reflux in the low pressure column do not increase by the 
same ra tio  under the same disturbance.
The self-regu lation  of pressures in both columns fo r both the EBC and 
MBC schemes are observed in Figure 4-6 . The increase of the heat input 
y ie lds more vapors in the column. The rate of accumulation of the va­
pors in the column changes due to the imbalance between the rate of heat 
input and the rate of heat removal. The pressure in the high pressure 
column is  self-regu lated  because the increase of the pressure raises the 
temperature in the condenser and enhances the heat transfer rate to the 
low pressure column. S im ila rly , the pressure in the low pressure column 
is also self-regu lated . The coolant rate  is  not appointed as a manipu­
lated variable to control the pressure in the low pressure column. The 
pressures in both columns reach new steady states a fte r  se lf-regu la tion .
The modified MBC scheme mainly transmits the d is t i l la te  flow signal 
d ire c tly  to the re flux  flow signal instead of waiting fo r the level con­
t r o l le r  to s ta rt the action. The same tuning constants used in the MBC 
scheme are also used fo r the modified MBC scheme to manifest the feed­
forward e ffe c t. The Kl,mat is  dimensionless. A gain of 1.0 means that 
1.0 mole/s increase in the d is t i l la te  results in a 1.0 mole/s decrease 
in the re flu x . The dynamic simulations of both the modified MBC scheme
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and the MBC scheme are shown in Figure 4-7. The performances are lis ted  
in the following table.
Control Scheme ITAE ITSE
Mod. MBC 130.89 1.030
MBC 156.15 1.234
The feedforward e ffe c t improves not only the top composition loop but 
also the bottom composition loop.
For Ryskamp's scheme, the FOPDT models fo r the four composition loops 
are:
loop gain (% /% ) T(S) V s)
xd,r-V<Di+Ri> -0.257 855. 0.
Xb ,l  Fqb -0.722 120. 0.
Xd,2"”D2/ ^D2+R2^ -0.243 630. 0.
9  ^9 +1.204 585. 0.
The Dahl in synthesis formulas are used fo r the tuning of four composi 
tion loops. The fin a l tuning constants used are shown as follows.
loop K£ (% /  mole fra c .) Taui<s>
xd ,r-V <W -389.0 855.
xb . i “ F,b -138.47 120.
Xd,2~"D2/ ^D2+R2^ -412.0 630.
Xb,2 F2 83.0 620.
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The con tro ller performance of Ryskamp's scheme is displayed in Figure 
4-8 and compared with that of the EBC scheme. The manipulated variables  
fo r the X  ̂  ̂ and  ̂ 1n figure 4-8 are flow percentage of and R£, 
respectively fo r the EBC scheme, or a percentage of Dj/(R^+D^) or 
D2/(R 2+D2) respectively fo r Ryskamp's scheme. The performance is  20.276 
fo r ITAE, and 0.0695 fo r ITSE. The bottom composition con tro lle r in the 
low pressure column is  tuned normally since the red istribu tion  of feed 
loads is  not necessary under disturbance of feed composition. Notice 
that the manipulated variables, D/(R+D), are re la tiv e ly  constant during 
the transients; the reflux ra tio  w ill  not change very much because the 
product composition setpoints are not changed.
4 .2 .2 .4  SUMMARY FOR LOW PURITY COLUMNS
The performances of the d iffe re n t control schemes for the low purity  
columns are summarized as follows.
P urities Controller Control Scheme ITAE ITSE
(0 .9 5 , 0.05) PI Ryskamp's 20.276 0.0695
(0 .9 5 , 0.05) PI EBC 22.597 0.0810
(0 .9 5 , 0.05) PI MOD. MBC 130.89 1.030
(0 .9 5 , 0.05) PI MBC 156.15 1.234
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The disturbance is a step increase of methanol feed composition from 50 
% to 55 % . The rank of the performance fo r the four d iffe ren t control 
schemes, in descending order, is Ryskamp's scheme, the EBC scheme, the 
modified MBC scheme, and the MBC scheme.
The rank of the degree of steady interactions shown in the re la tive  
gain matrix of conventional pairings fo r d iffe re n t control schemes, in 
ascending order, is  the MBC scheme, the Ryskamp's control scheme, and 
the EBC scheme. However, the rank of the dynamic performance, in de­
scending order, is  the Ryskamp's scheme, the EBC scheme, and the MBC 
scheme. Apparently, there is  no indication that the dynamic perform­
ances of the d iffe ren t control schemes can be predicted by the re la tive  
gain matrix in th is  case.
4 .2 .3  HIGH PURITY COLUMNS
The objective is  to check i f  the conclusion drawn from the comparison 
of d iffe re n t control schemes for the columns with lower product compos­
itions  holds true when the product compositions become purer. The EBC 
scheme, the modified MBC scheme, and the MBC scheme are v e rifie d  in th is  
case.
The product separations of the columns can be enhanced by increasing 
the number of stages of the columns or the re flux  ra tio s . Increasing 
the re flux  ratios is  more suitable fo r the existing columns. To in ­
crease the product compositions fo r the existing columns, the feed load 
is  decreased a value ten times smaller than the orginal design. The
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holdups are close to the original design since the weir design and col­
umn diameters are not changed.
I t  also takes much more computer time to do the simulations as the 
products get purer, because the response is  more sluggish. To observe 
the characteristics of columns with higher product separation and not to 
spend too much computer time, the product compositions under study are 
set at (0 .985, 0 .015). Only the steady state conditions for the EBC 
scheme is  lis te d  in Table 4 -4 , while those fo r the MBC scheme are not 
lis te d  here because they deviate in s ig n ifican tly .
4 .2 .3 .1  OPEN LOOP RESPONSES
The open loop responses fo r columns with higher p u rities  (0.985, 
0.015) are very s im ilar to those for columns with lower purities  except 
that the dynamic models are more non-linear. The non -linearity  implies 
that the open loop response of the manipulated variable under positive  
disturbance is  asymmetric to that under negative disturbance around the 
value of the orig inal undisturbed manipulated variab le , and vice versa. 
According to the simulations, the dynamic models fo r columns of product 
compositions (0 .9 5 , 0 .05) are re la tiv e ly  lin e a r, but they are not for 
columns of product compositions (0.985, 0.015) because the compositions 
at both ends reach the extremes of the pure compounds. Due to the non- 
l in e a r ity , the manipulated variables cannot be disturbed as large as +2
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Table 4-4 Steady State Operating Conditions for the EBC 
Scheme at the High Purity Columns.






D is t i l la te  ra te , 
kgmole/s.
D is t i l la te  Composition.
Bottom Product Rate, 
kgmole.
Bottom Composition.




Reflux Drum Holdup, 
kgmole.
Column Base Holdup, 
kgmole.
Cooling Water In le t  Temp.,
K.
Cooling Water In le t  Pressure, 
N/m2.
Steam In le t  Temperature,
K.
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% and -2  % as in the lower purity columns to get the converged steady 
state solution fo r the disturbed manipulated variable. The linear re­
gion around the in i t ia l  steady state is  apparently smaller in the higher 
purity  columns. In th is  research, the manipulated variables are dis­
turbed +0.5 % and -0 .5  % from the steady state values. The non-linear­
ity  occurring at the high purity columns are illu s tra te d  in Figure 4-9, 
which displays the open loop responses fo r the disturbance of the reflux  
in the EBC scheme in both the high and low purity columns. When the dy­
namic models are more non-linear, the open loop gains must be calculated 
as the average of the gains which results from disturbance of the manip­
ulated on both increasing and decreasing directions.
The open loop gains fo r the EBC and MBC Schemes on high purity col­
umns are shown in Table 4-5. The characteristics of the major open loop 
gains are the same as those fo r the low purity column. However, the 
gains on d is t i l la te  and bottom compositions due to a step increase of 
heat input in the high pressure column fo r the MBC scheme are d iffe ren t  
from those in the low pressure column. The d is t i l la te  composition has a 
non-monotonic response, and the bottom composition has an inverse re­
sponse. These differences are also due to the closeness of the extremes 
to pure compounds.
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Purity Columns.
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Table 4-5. Open Loop Gains for the EBC and MBC Schemes'for the 
High Purity Columns.
(1 ) the EBC Scheme
R1 Fqb R2 F2
Xdx +1.0820 -0.9600 -0.0400 -0.5160
Xbx +2.5950 -2.2678 -0.1852 -1.4744
Xd2 -0.2340 -0.1720 +0.3840 +0.2120
Xb£ -0.7966 -0.5878 +1.2120 +0.9342
(2 ) the MBC Scheme
D1 • PQb °2 F2
Xdj -0.4780 -0.0040 -0.0260 -1.3200
X cr h-» -1.4078 +0.0134 +0.0342 -5.1470
Xd2 -0.0080 +0.0260 -0.4680 +0.3570
CM
-OX
0.0090 -0.0265 -1.4725 +1.5496
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Table 4-6. Relative Gain Matrices fo r the EBC and MBC Schemes 
at the High Purity Columns.
(1 ) the EBC Scheme
R1 F9b r2 F2
Xdj +20.468* -15.340 -  0.596 -  3.532
Xbj -20.174 +15.770 + 1.160 + 4.244*
Xd2 -  3.273 -  3.088 + 8.592* -  1.231
CM
X
+ 3.979 + 3.658* -  8.156 + 1.519
(2 ) the MBC Scheme
D1 - Fqb °2 F2
Xdj + 4.699* -  0.031 -  0.069 -  3.600
Xbj -  3.723 -  0.038 -  0.031 + 4.792*
Xd2 + 0.016 + 0.803* -  0.042 + 0.223
Xb2 + 0.007 + 0.265 + 1.143* -  0.416
" * " indicates the pairing suggested by the pairing ru le .
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4 .2 .3 .2  MEASUREMENT OF STEADY STATE INTERACTION
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The re la tiv e  gain matrix fo r feed s p lit  heat integrated columns at 
higher purity  (0.985, 0.015) in both the EBC and MBC schemes are pre­
sented in Table 4-6. The steady state RGM shows that less steady state  
interaction exists in the MBC scheme than in the EBC scheme fo r high pu­
r i t y  columns, the same as what has been observed from the low purity  co- 
1umns.
For the EBC scheme, the RGM suggests the pairings as:
Loops Relative
1 x< u 20.468
qb Xb,2 3.658
2 Xd,2 8.592
2 Xb ,l 4.244
The suggested pairings are s t i l l  of strong in teraction , and two cont- 
rolled-manipulated variable pairs are in d iffe re n t columns.
For the MBC scheme, several options suggested by the RGM are of the 
same degree of in teraction . The following pairings are conventional and 
are intended fo r use in th is  research.
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Loops Relative Gains
D1 —  xd ,l 4.699
Fqb Xb ,l 0.803
°2 Xd,2 1.143
F2 Xb,2 4.792
The pairing of and j ,  F^  and X  ̂ ^  show heavy in teraction .
The intended pairings are s t i l l  the conventional pairings for each 
control scheme. Considering the to ta l deviations from +1.0 fo r each e l­
ement in RGM, both the EBC and MBC schemes show that the interaction for 
the high purity  columns is  higher than that fo r the low purity columns.
4 .2 .3 .3  CONTROLLER PERFORMANCES
In the case of the EBC scheme, the FOPDT models of the four loops 
are:
loop gain (% /% ) t (s ) t Q (s )
Xd , l“ Rl 1.082 7560. 900.
Xb , l  Fqb -2.268 8830. 35.
Xd,2 R2 0.384 5805. 225.
Xb,2 F2 0.934 8405. 0.
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The in i t ia l  tuning constants from the Dahlin synthesis formula are as 
follows.
loop Kc (%  /  mole fra c .) Taui
Xd , r - Ri 924.2 7560.
Xb , ” Fqb -440.96 8830.
Xd,2 R2 260.4 5805.
Xb,2 F2 107. 8405.
The results of simulation show very sluggish response because the time 
constants of the reaction curves are used as integral times. A fte r re­
fined tuning, the f in a l set of constants are shown below.
loop Kc (% /  mole fra c .) Taui
Xd , r - Ri 400. 1000.
Xb , l " Fqb -900. 1500.
Xd,2 R2 400. 1000.
Xb,2 F2 300. 1500.
Figure 4-10 displays the results of simulation. The in i t ia l  steady 
states (Table 4-6) are not exactly at (0 .985, 0.015) due to d if f ic u lty  
in assigning the exact values of the manipulated variables. However, 
the setpoints of composition controllers are s t i l l  a t (0 .985, 0.015). 
The performance is  415.43 fo r ITAE, and 0.534 fo r ITSE. Both the d is­
t i l l a t e  and bottom product composition contro llers respond to the errors 
of the respective controlled variable fo r the high pressure column. The 
pressure in the high pressure column is  decreased due to the decrease of 
the heat input.
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To tune the MBC scheme fo r the high purity columns, the bottom compo­
s ition  loop of the high pressure column was also detuned lik e  the MBC 
scheme fo r low purity columns.
The FOPDT models for the four composition loops are: 
loop gain {% /% ) x(s) t Q (s )
Xd , l - - Dl -0.478 14040. 2220
Xb , l ~ Fqb 0.0134 75. 155
Xd,2 °2 -0.468 11640. 2520
Xb,2 F2 1.5496 10695.5 85
1 fin a l tuning constants are:




1 1 O l—» -350. 800.
Xb ,l  Fqb -  60. 500.





The results of simulation are displayed in Figure 4-10. The performance 
is  1721.4 fo r ITAE, and 5.4878 fo r ITSE. The method of tuning is bas­
ic a lly  the same as that fo r the low purity columns. In other words, the 
d is t i l la te  composition con tro ller is  more t ig h tly  tuned than the bottom 
composition contro ller fo r the high pressure column. The oscilla tions  
of heat input makes the pressure in the high pressure column o sc illa to ­
ry. Then the heat transfer rate to the low pressure column oscilla tes  
due to the osc illa tions of the d is t i l la te  temperature. As a resu lt, the 
contro ller performance of the bottom composition loop of the low pres­
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sure column deteriorates. The d is t i l la te  composition of the low pres­
sure column is  thus o sc illa to ry  although its  manipulated variable, 
does not fluctuate  much. The fluctuations of F£ makes the performance 
of X,  ̂ even worse. The heavy interaction makes the performance of the 
MBC scheme worse than that of the EBC scheme.
Note that the con tro lle r gain fo r the bottom composition loop in the 
high pressure column is  negative in sign although the steady state proc­
ess gain is  positive . The response of bottom composition due to a step 
increase of heat input has an inverse response. The response starts in ­
i t i a l l y  at 0.013849, then decrease to the lowest point a t 0.013154 a fte r  
90 minutes, and reaches the steady state at 0.013914 a fte r  20 hours. As 
a matter of fa c t, a positive gain for the bottom composition loop in the 
high pressure column would have made the con tro lle r unstable.
The same tuning constants are used fo r the modified material balance 
control scheme. The results of simulation fo r the modified MBC scheme 
are displayed in Figure 4-11 to compare with that of the MBC scheme. 
Both the top and bottom composition loop are improved, although they are 
only s lig h tly  be tte r than those of the MBC scheme. The performance is  
1639.7 fo r ITAE, and 4.53 fo r ITSE.
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4.2.3.4 SUMMARY FOR HIGH PURITY COLUMNS
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The performances of the d iffe re n t control schemes fo r the high purity  
columns are summarized as follows.
Purities Controller Control Scheme ITAE ITSE
(0.985, 0.015) PI EBC 415.43 0.534
(0.985, 0.015) PI MOD. MBC 1639.7 4.53
(0.985, 0.015) PI MBC 1721.4 5.4878
The disturbance is  a step increase of methanol feed composition from 50 
% to 55 %. The rank of the performance for the three d iffe ren t control 
schemes, in descending order, is  the EBC scheme, the modified MBC 
scheme, and the MBC scheme.
For the conventional pairings, the re la tiv e  gain matrix of the MBC 
scheme shows less steady state interaction than that of the EBC scheme. 
However, the controllers of the EBC scheme shows better dynamic perform­
ance than those of the MBC scheme. Again, the dynamic performances of 
d iffe re n t control schemes can not be predicted by the analysis of the 
re la tiv e  gain matrix.
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4.3 SUMMARY
The performances of four d iffe re n t control schemes are compared in 
both high and low purity  columns under the same disturbance, which is a 
step increase of methanol feed composition from 50 % to 55 %. The rank 
of the performance fo r the four d iffe ren t control schemes in the low pu­
r i t y  columns, in descending order, is  Ryskamp's scheme, the EBC scheme, 
the modified MBC scheme, and the MBC scheme. The rank of the perform­
ance is believed to be in the same order even fo r the high purity  col­
umns since three of four control schemes have matched the above order.
The major d if f ic u lty  of control using the MBC scheme is  that the bot­
tom composition loop of the high pressure column has non-monotonic re­
sponse, as a step change in heat input results in a higher re flux  ra tio , 
thus having two p a ra lle l and opposite effects on both the d is t i l la te  and 
bottom compositions. The non-monotonic response makes the feedback con­
t r o l le r  take excessive in i t ia l  corrective action. The modified MBC 
scheme improves the performance of the MBC scheme only s lig h tly  by 
speeding up the e ffe c t of the change of d is t i l la te  ra te ; however, its  
performance is  s t i l l  in fe r io r  to that of the EBC scheme.
That Ryskamp's scheme performs better than the EBC scheme is  obvious; 
although there are no non-monotonic or inverse responses observed in the 
open loop responses of both d is t i l la te  and bottom compositions in e ither  
column fo r both control schemes. The decoupling between the d is t i l la te
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composition control loop and the level control loop of the reflux drum 
makes Ryskamp's scheme superior to the EBC scheme.
Using the re la tiv e  gain matrix to predict the performance of each 
control scheme is not re lia b le  because i t  does not provide the dynamic 
information between the in i t ia l  state and fin a l steady state. In both 
higher and lower purity columns, the re la tiv e  gain matrix of the MBC 
scheme shows less steady state in teraction than that of the EBC scheme. 
However, the controllers of the EBC scheme shows better dynamic perform­
ance than those of the MBC scheme.
The tuning of m ultivariable systems requires the knowledge not only 
of the functions of the proportional and the integral controllers but 
also the interactions between the loops and the columns. Tuning formu­
las provide only the 'b a ll-p a rk ' values of the tuning constants; refined  
tuning depends mostly on the understanding of the interactions between 
the loops.
In th is  work, The floa ting  pressure operation has proved to be a re­
lia b le  strategy. The characteristics of self-regu lation  of the column 
pressures have been c learly  observed.
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CHAPTER 5
DYNAMIC RESULTS FOR THE DMC ALGORITHM
Having compared the d iffe re n t control schemes using feedback PI con­
tro l algorithm in the previous chapter, the performance of the Dynamic 
Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm for the four-input/four-output system is  
v e rifie d  and compared with the previous control schemes. The DMC algo­
rithm is  d iffe re n t from the simple feedback PI algorithm in that i t  is  
m ultivariable in nature and a model predictive algorithm.
The performances of the energy balance control (EBC) scheme, the ma­
te r ia l  balance control (MBC) scheme, and Ryskamp's control scheme are 
compared using the DMC algorithm with disturbance of feed composition 
change. The sen s itiv ity  of the DMC algorithm to d iffe re n t disturbances 
is  analyzed by testing the feed rate change and cooling water temper­
ature change. The robustness of the DMC algorithm is  tested by applying 
inaccurate process models fo r the DMC algorithm to see i f  the DMC con­
t r o l le r  s t i l l  works w ell. This tes t is  carried out in the following two 
ways: F irs t, the setpoint of the process is  moved from (0 .95 , 0.05) to
(0 .97 , 0.03) while applying the dynamic models which are accurate around 
product p urities  (0 .95 , 0 .05 ). Second, the setpoint is  maintained at 
(0 .9 5 , 0.05) while applying the inaccurate models which are generated by 
in ten tio n a lly  making a l l  the dynamic coeffic ien ts  h a lf of the correct 
values.
-  151 -
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5.1 DYNAMIC MATRIX CONTROL ALGORITHM
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The Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm fo r the m ultiple input 
m ultiple output (MIMO) system w ill  be b r ie f ly  introduced in this sec­
tio n . The more detailed derivations are described in Cutler's disserta­
tion  (1983), Garcia (1982, 1984), and W right's thesis (1986).
The Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm implies that the dynamic 
models of open loop responses can be modeled as a set of dynamic co e ffi­
cients which describe the response in discrete form. Instead of dealing 
with the errors on previous sampling times lik e  the feedback PI algo­
rithm , the DMC algorithm deals with the predicted errors on the projec­
tion period which starts  from the present time to a specific time in the 
fu tu re . The sum of the squares of the predicted errors is minimized 
over the control moves for the projection period. The feedback signal 
can be used to correct for modeling error and unmeasured disturbances. 
The complete decoupling is  b u ilt  in fo r m ultivariable control since the 
effects  on the controlled variables of a l l  the manipulated variables are 
included in the prediction model. The feedforward control of unmeasured 
disturbances can be easily introduced i f  the step response coeffic ients  
are known fo r the measured disturbance.
The control moves over the control period fo r a l l  the manipulated 
variab les, resulting from the least square formula, are:
DI = (AT WT W A A)"1 AT WT E„.ny.\ > rro r
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Where DI is  the vector of a series of control moves. The dynamic ma­
t r ix ,  A, weighting m atrix, W, supression matrix, A, and error vectors,
E , w ill  be defined la te r . In practice, a sim plified form of above rro r
equation is  used on-line by the DMC contro ller because only the f i r s t  
move of each manipulated variable is  implemented. The sim plified form 
of above equation is:
DU = Gcfrow Erro r
N x l N xN N x lman man row row
where DU is  the vector of next control moves fo r a l l  manipulated v a r i­
ables, and Sc^rQW is a matrix that is  composed of given matrices of A, 
W, and A, can be prepared o f f - l in e .  Therefore, the o f f - l in e  calculation  
of the DMC con tro lle r means the formation of the matrix of 2c^row-
The o f f - l in e  calculation of the DMC con tro ller is  presented f i r s t ,
followed by the introduction of the on-line algorithm fo r the m ultiple
input and m ultiple output (MIMO) system. The algorithm fo r MIMO system
is  s im ilar to that of SISO system except that the dimensions are larger.
Generally, the system has N . ,  control variables and N manipulatedc tr I  man
variables.
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The o f f - l in e  DMC calculation is described as follows:
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1. Get the dynamic coeffic ien ts  from the open loop response of each 
controlled variable to each manipulated variab le . The dynamic coef­
f ic ie n ts  are the discrete form of the open loop response of the con­
tro lle d  variable to a step change in the manipulated variable. They 
are obtained by dividing the sampled output values of the controlled  
variable by the magnitude of the step change in the manipulated var­
iab le , u n til steady state is  reached. Therefore, the length of the 
vector of dynamic coeffic ien ts  is  Nss, which is  the number of sampl­
ing in tervals  to reach the steady state. The time required to reach 
the steady state is  usually three to f iv e  times the time constant of 
the process.
2. Construct the dynamic matrix A. . .  The dynamic matrix A ., is  formedI J ' w
by sh ifting  the vector of dynamic coeffic ien ts  downward fo r each
move in sequence. The A ., matrix has the dimensions of N . rowsi j  prj
and N columns. For each column vector of the A . . m atrix, the move i j
elements are zero before the manipulated input starts  to move, then
the next Nss consecutive elements are the dynamic coeffic ien ts  in
sequence, and the rest of the elements are the repetitions of the
la s t element of the vector of dynamic co e ffic ien ts . In short,
N . = N + N -  1 prj move ss
According to Cutler and Ramaker (1979), the Nprj. sampling in terval
is  about four and h a lf times the time constant of the process, and
N _  about one th ird  of N .. The following m atrix, A. . ,  is an ex­move prj J i j
ample to show what the submatrix of the dynamic matrix looks l ik e .
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Assuming that N = 3, N = 6 ,  and N • = 8, then 3 move ss ’ prj ’
ai j l 0 0
aij2 ai j l
0
ai J 3 ai j2 ai j l
ai j4 a.U 3 ai j2
aij5 ai j4 ai j3
ai j6 ai j5 ai j4
ai j6 ai j6 ai j5
ai j6 ai j6 ai j6
where a. . .  (k= 1,... ........., N .) is the dynamic co e ffic ien t fo r theljK  prj
ith  controlled variab le , j th  manipulated variab le , and kth sampling 
time from the time when the step tes t s tarts .
3. Construct the dynamic matrix A which has dimensions of N rows androw
N , columns. The number of submatrices that the A matrix has isco Imn
( N .  , x N ) .  Each submatrix, A. . ,  which is  the dynamic matrixCtrl man i j
fo r the ith  controlled variab le to the j'th manipulated variab le , has
the dimensions of N . rows and N columns. In other words, theprj move ’
whole dynamic m atrix, A, has rows, N , and columns, N ,row col mn
N = N -xN . , row prj Ctrl
N , = N xNcolmn move man
For a 4x4 system, N = 4 ,  and N . , = 4, the A matrix is  man Ctrl
A =
A11 I A12 1 A13 1 A14
A31 * A32 I A33 I A34
A41 ' A42 I A43 ' A44
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and the matrix is
A11 1 A21 1 A31 1 A41
A12 I A22 ' A32 * A42
AT= ---------------------------------------
A13 1 A23 1 A33 1 A43
A14 1 A24 1 A34 1 A44
4. Construct the constant con tro ller gain m atrix, G . Use the3 ’ ccons
least square formula to calculate the N moves fo r a l l  N ma-move man
nipulated variables. The constant con tro ller gain matrix incorpo­
rates not only the supression factors fo r N manipulated variablesman
but also the weighting factors fo r N i controlled variables. Ac­
cording to C u tler's  d issertation (1983), to m ultip ly the dynamic co­
e ffic ie n ts  and error vector fo r the specified controlled variable by 
a number greater than one w ill give that controlled variable more
significance than another. The G has dimensions of N , rowsccons colmn
and N , columns. Or, i t  has N xN submatrices; each subma-coimn man man
t r ix  has dimensions of N rows and N columns.move move
G = (AT WT W A A ) '1 AT WTccons *
N , xN , colmn colmn
where
W j l O  | 0  | 0
o I w2 | 0 1 0
0 1 0  I w3 | 0
0 I 0 | 0 | w4
w = w
N xN N xNrow row row row
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The m atr ix  wi is  a diagonal m atr ix  w ith  a l l  the diagonal elements 
equal to  u . , the weighting fa c to r  fo r  the i t h  c o n tro l le d  v a r ia b le .  
Thus,
T
wi  = w i




where Aŷ . is  the r e la t iv e  magnitude o f the to le ra b le  e r ro r  in  the
c o n tro l le d  va r iab le  y ^ .
N xN colmn colmn
X11 I I I
I *22 I I
I I X33 I
I I I X44
The m atr ix  X.... is  a diagonal m atr ix  w ith  a l l  the diagonal elements 
equal to  , the supression fa c to r  f o r  the i t h  manipulated v a r ia b le .  
The value o f  cu is  l +£.;» where is  a small f ra c t io n  number. The 
m atr ix  I  is  the u n i t  m a tr ix .
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The on-line algorithm fo r MIMO system is described as follows:
1. In i t ia l iz e  the output prediction vector, Y j ,  by setting a ll values 
to the Nc tr -| observed values of the output, Y . .
Pd
N x l row
Ctrl
N .x l 
prj
y i
2. Get the predicted output a fte r  the la s t move is implemented.
is  the matrix which co llects the f i r s t  column of each submatrix,
A. . ,  which is  the discrete unit step response vector. DI are the
* J
control moves fo r the N manipulated variables obtained in thefnsn
la s t sampling time from the co n tro lle r.
DYPd = Afcol 01
N x l N xN N x lrow row man man
Y = Y + DYpd pd pd
N x l N x l N x lrow row row
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3. Advance each element of each subvector of the predicted output, Ypcj, 





For each subvector Ypcj .., each element is  assigned the value of the 
next element except that the las t element is  repetition  of the pre­
ceding one, as the system is  assumed to reach steady state by then.
V i ( j )  = Ypd,i(j+1) 1 '  1.................Nctrl
1 = 1................   V r 1
4. Correct the predicted output, Y ^ ,  using the present measured
values, Y , which is the feedback con tro lle r.
° V i  *  V i  ’  V i ' 1’ 1 = 1.................... Nctrl
Then DY . i s  added to every element of Y . .. m,i  ̂ pd,n
V . i ' 1’ = Ypd,i'J ’ + DV i  3 *  1................... V r l
5. Compare the predicted output, Y j ,  with the setpoints of projection  
period, Y to get the errors fo r the projection period.
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E = Y -  Yrror set pd








6. Calculate the moves fo r a l l  the N manipulated variables. G -man ctrow
is  the matrix that co llects a ll  the f i r s t  rows of submatrices of the 
constant con tro ller gain matrix, Gccons
^  ” ^cfrow Error
^man*  ̂ ^man**Vow ^row*^
7. Update the values at the next sampling time.
The tuning parameters fo r MIMO system are the Nmfln supression factors 
fo r the manipulated variables and the N t r -| weighting factors for the 
controlled variables fo r the given projection period, NprJ., and the num­
ber of prediction moves, N . The effects of supression factor and r move
weighting factor to the control moves are e x p lic it ly  shown in the compo­
nents of the following least square formula. Recall that the least 
square formula
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DI = (AT WT W A A)"1 AT WT Ev 7 rro r
can be rew ritten as
DI = B"1C
with
B = (AT WT W A A)
and
C = AT WT Erro r
The matrix B has dimension of N , rows and N , columns, or i t  hascolmn colmn
rows and N columns of submatrices. Each submatrix, B .. ,  is  of man man ’
the general form
N * i Ctrl
B. . = ( I  A, .T W.T W. A. -) X. . ij v ki k k kj; ij
k=l
The X .. is a unit matrix i f  i is  not equal to j ,  i t  is a diagonal matrix
* J
with diagonal elements equal to i f  i is  equal to j .  The vector C has
dimension of N , rows, or i t  has N subvectors. Each subvector,colmn man
C ., is  of the general form 
Nc tr l
Ci -  £ am T wt T Ek
k=l
Therefore, the bigger the supression fac to r, the smaller the move of 
each manipulated variable. The bigger the weighting factor of the con­
tro lle d  variab le , the more weight on the error of that controlled v a r i­
able is  considered.
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One example might indicate the need fo r d iffe re n t weighting factors: 
the product composition setpoints of the d is t il la t io n  column is  at 
(0 .9 9 , 0 .05 ). The to le rab le  error of the d is t i l la te  composition would 
be less than that of the bottom composition because the d is t i l la te  com­
position is  closer to the extreme; however, i t  is  not intended to have 
the d is t i l la te  reach set point more slowly than the bottom composition. 
More weight is  thus given to the d is t i l la te  composition so that i t  can 
reach steady state no la te r  than the bottom composition.
5.2 CONTROLLER PERFORMANCES
The pairings among a l l  the controlled and manipulated variables for 
each scheme need to be discussed f i r s t .  There are eight controlled and 
eight manipulated variables in th is  system. For the composition con­
tro lle rs , the four controlled variables are controlled by the four ma­
nipulated variables through the DMC algorithm; no set pairing between 
the controlled and manipulated variables is  necessary. The decoupling 
between the controllers is  b u i lt - in .  The four level controllers s t i l l  
use feedback. PI algorithm w ith the same tuning constants as given in the 
previous chapter fo r the standard PI control schemes. Recall that the 
control schemes using PI algorithm, the four composition controlled var­
iables are paired with th e ir  respective manipulated variables. The' PI 
algorithm does not afford the decoupling between the composition con­
t ro lle rs , as the DMC algorithm does. Figures 5-1 to 5-3 compare the
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Illustration of the EBC Scheme Using the PI Algorithm.
Figure 5-1. Illustrations of the EBC Scheme Using the DMC 
and PI Control Algorithms.
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Illustration of the MBC Scheme Using the PI Algorithm.
Figure 5-2. Illustrations of the MBC Scheme Using the EMC 
and PI Control Algorithms.
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Illustration of Ryskamp's control Scheme Using the PI Algorithm.
Figure 5-3. Illustrations of Ryskamp's Control Scheme Using 
the DMC and PI Control Algorithms.
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difference between the DMC and PI algorithms fo r the three d iffe ren t  
control schemes.
In th is  chapter, the DMC algorithm is  employed on three control 
schemes fo r the low purity  columns only, because sim ilar results would 
be expected to occur fo r the higher purity  columns. The modified MBC 
scheme w ill not be v e r ifie d  here since the time lag between the d is t i l ­
la te  and the reflux due to the reflux drum has been already imbedded in 
the open loop response of the d is t i l la te  fo r the MBC scheme and w ill be 
taken into consideration by the DMC algorithm.
The disturbance to the system is a step change of 10 % increase of
the methanol composition in the feed, the same as that used fo r the PI
control algorithm. The sampling interval used in th is  work is  two min­
utes fo r the EBC and the Ryskamp's control scheme, while three minutes 
fo r the MBC scheme since i t  takes longer time to reach steady state.
The dimensions of the dynamic matrix are kept to a reasonable size to
preserve the major dynamics as much as possible.
5 .2 .1  ENERGY BALANCE CONTROL (EBC) SCHEME
Table 5-1 shows the e ffe c t to the con tro ller performance when d if fe r ­
ent supression factors and weighting factors are used. The bigger the 
supression factors, the more sluggish the performance. The best per­
formance exists when every controlled variable has equal weight. There­
fo re , the following parameters are chosen: the supression factors, , 
fo r a l l  four manipulated variables are 1.005, and the weighting factors,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.







1 0^=1.005 U j= l.0 16.394 0.0584
a2=1.005 u2= l .0
o3=1.005 u3=1-°
a4=1.005 u4=1.0
2 o^= l.05 U j= l.0 34.348 0.1859
a2=1.05 « 2=i. o
a3=l .05 u3=1-°
0^=1.05 u4=1.0
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u^, fo r a l l  four controlled variables are 1 .0 . The con tro ller perform­
ance is shown in Figure 5-4. The ITAE in th is  case is  15.394, and the 
ITSE is 0.0584. The performance of EBC scheme using the PI control a l­
gorithm is  also shown in Figure 5-4 fo r comparison. Recall that its
performance in ITAE is  22.597, and in ITSE is  0.081.
The DMC alogrithm shows excellent performance on the EBC scheme.
Both the controlled and manipulated variables approach the fin a l values 
with minimum amount of time. Once the setpoints are reached, the con­
tro lle d  variables stay there stead ily . The response is fast and the
tuning is  not d i f f ic u l t .  I t  doesn't have the response, as the PI con­
t r o l le r  usually has, that e ith er overshoots the setpoint back and forth  
because the gain is  too big or approaches the setpoint very sluggishly
because the gain is  too small.
5 .2 .2  MATERIAL BALANCE CONTROL (MBC) SCHEME
The supression factors fo r four manipulated variables are a l l  1.005. 
A ll four weighting factors of the controlled variables are set a t 1. 
The contro ller performance is shown in Figure 5-5. The ITAE in th is
case is  53.847, and the ITSE is 0.1929.
The response of the bottom composition of the high pressure column is  
surprisingly be tte r than the counterpart using the feedback PI algo­
rithm. The performance of the PI algorithm fo r the MBC scheme is  also 
shown in Figure 5-5 fo r comparison. I t  c learly  shows that the DMC algo­
rithm is superior to the standard feedback PI algorithm. The DMC algo-
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rithm fu lly  incorporates the nonmonotonic response of the bottom product 
composition to the step change of the heat input, while the PI algorithm  
fa i ls  to do so. The response fo r the PI algorithm is  obviously more
sluggish than that fo r the DMC algorithm. The merit of the DMC algo­
rithm is very much appreciated in th is  case because of the unusual dy­
namics.
The performance of the MBC scheme is in fe rio r  to that of the EBC
scheme when the DMC algorithm is applied; the ITAE is 53.847 fo r the
former, and 16.394 for the la t te r .
5 .2 .3  RYSKAMP'S CONTROL SCHEME
The supression factor is 1.007 fo r one of the manipulated variables, 
□ i/(R i+ D i) , and 1.003 fo r rest of three manipulated variables. Too 
t ig h t a tuning in the ra tio , D^/(R^+D p , would have caused osc illa tions  
on the bottom composition in the high pressure column. All four weight­
ing factors of the controlled variables are set at 1. The contro ller  
performance is  shown in Figure 5-6. The ITAE in th is  case is  29.778, 
and the ITSE is  0.0638.
The dynamic response results from using the Ryskamp's control scheme 
and the PI algorithm is  also displayed in Figure 5-6 fo r comparison. 
Recall that i t  is  20.776 fo r ITAE, and 0.0695 fo r ITSE. The contro ller 
performances of using both control algorithms are very close.
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5.2.4 SUMMARY
The performances of using the DMC and the PI algorithms fo r d iffe ren t 
control schemes under 10 % methanol feed composition step change for the 
low purity  columns are lis te d  as follows. This comparison of the per­
formances is  also illu s tra te d  in Figure 5-7.
Control Scheme Controller ITAE ITSE
EBC DMC 16.394 0.0584
Ryskamp's DMC 29.778 0.0638
MBC DMC 53.847 0.1929
Ryskamp's PI 20.276 0.0695
EBC PI 22.597 0.0810
Mod. MBC PI 130.89 1.030
MBC PI 156.15 1.234
The performance of using the DMC algorithm fo r each control scheme is  
generally better than that of using the feedback PI algorithm. However, 
the advantage of using the DMC algorithm over the PI algorithm decreases 
in the order as: the MBC scheme, the EBC scheme, and Ryskamp's control
scheme. For both the MBC and EBC schemes, the DMC algorithm is superior 
to PI algorithm because the DMC algorithm is  model-based and affords 
complete decoupling. For Ryskamp's control scheme, the performances of 
using the DMC and PI algorithms are very close because the Ryskamp's
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control scheme incorporates p a rtia l decoupling which exists regardless 
of which control algorithm is  used. Therefore, the DMC algorithm w ill 
perform much better than the PI algorithm when e ith er the process has 
non-monotonic dynamic response or the control scheme has no decoupling 
imbedded.
A dditionally , the EBC scheme performs bette r than Ryskamp's control 
scheme does when the DMC algorithm is  used. This indicates that the 
p a rtia l decoupling between the controlled and manipulated variables, as 
in the Ryskamp's control scheme, is  not beneficial when the DMC algo­
rithm is  used.
The DMC algorithm is  not guaranteed to perform better than the PI a l­
gorithm i f  both control algorithms use d iffe re n t control schemes respec­
t iv e ly .  When the DMC algorithm uses the MBC scheme, i t  performs worse 
than that of the PI algorithm using both the EBC scheme and Ryskamp's 
control scheme. Therefore, the selections of both control algorithm and 
control scheme are equally important to determine c o n tro lle r's  perform­
ance.
5.3 SENSITIVITY AND ROBUSTNESS
The responses of the DMC algorithm to feed composition changes has 
been presented in the previous section. The responses to feed rate
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change and cooling water temperature change w ill be presented in th is  
section to v e rify  the s e n s itiv ity  of the DMC algorithm. A ll the sensi­
t iv i t y  analysis is  done for the EBC scheme and fo r the columns with pro­
duct compositions (0 .95  and 0 .0 5 ). The system is  f i r s t  disturbed by a 
7.5 % step increase in feed ra te . The con tro lle r performance is shown
O
in Figure 5-8. The feed is a cold liq u id  (330.5 K) compared to the tern-
O
perature of feed tray  (404.0 K) in the high pressure column. The extra 
cold feed flows to the high pressure column suddenly causing the pres­
sure to drop fo r one sampling time and then increase as the heat input 
increases. The saturated liq u id  feed also increases the methanol compo­
s itio n ; the methanol composition p ro file  thus rises fo r a very short 
time and then decreases as the heat input increases. Once the DMC con­
t r o l le r  s tarts  to act, the bottom composition decreases due to the in ­
creasing steam ra te . The DMC con tro lle r makes a ll  the compositions 
return to steady state in about 40 minutes.
The second disturbance is  tha t a cooling water temperature rise  of
o o o
10 K, from 293.1 K to 303.1 K. The con tro lle r performance is shown in 
Figure 5-9. Due to the sudden decrease of heat removal, the pressures 
in both columns increase and the separations of both columns decrease. 
The DMC con tro lle r brings a l l  the compositions back to steady state in 
about 20 minutes. Both cases show that the DMC con tro lle r handles these 
di sturbances very wel1.
I t  is  known th a t the lin e a r dynamic models of nonlinear systems 
change as the operating conditions change. Theoretica lly , the dynamic 
matrix fo r the DMC algorithm ought to change, too. I t  is  reassuring to
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know i f  the DMC contro ller s t i l l  works well when the dynamic matrix does 
not represent the true dynamics.
The experiment to verify  th is  is designed to have the setpoints of 
the columns changed from (0.95 and 0.05) to (0.97 and 0 .03 ). The result 
is  shown in Figure 5-10. The DMC contro ller again performs well in ap­
proaching the new setpoints, although the reflux flow in the high pres­
sure column is  very close to reaching its  maximum value.
Another tes t is  to make a ll the dynamic coeffic ien ts , in the dynamic 
m atrix, h a lf of the original correct values. The EBC scheme is  applied 
again with the same tuning constants used previously: a ll  the supression 
factors are 1.005 and a ll  the weighting factors are 1 .0 . The perform­
ance is  that ITAE is 36.211, and ITSE is 0.0378. The response is also 
shown in Figure 5-10. Due to a mismatch of the dynamic model, the re­
sponses are very noisy for both bottom compositions. Two manipulated 
variables also fluc tuate . However, a l l  four compositions are under con­
t r o l .  I t  appears that the DMC algorithm is  very robust even though the 
dynamic matrix does not accurately represent the process.
5.4  SUMMARY
The DMC algorithm has been found superior to the PI feedback algo­
rithm in both the EBC and MBC schemes. The performances fo r both the
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DMC and PI algorithms are very close when Ryskamp's control scheme is  
used. The contro ller performance in the EBC scheme is  superior to the 
other two control schemes when the DMC algorithm is employed.
The EBC scheme along with using the DMC algorithm performs better 
than the Ryskamp's scheme using feedback PI algorithm because complete 
decoupling is  superior to p a rtia l decoupling. In fa c t, i t  becomes very 
d i f f ic u l t  to tune and decouple the m ultivariable PI controllers when the 
system becomes as complex as th is  4x4 system. The implementation of 
fu l l  decoupling fo r the 4x4 system is awkward to do with PI contro llers , 
and not done in practice.
The DMC algorithm is re lia b le , i t  can handle various kinds of dis­
turbances such as feed composition change, feed rate change, and coolant 
temperature change. The DMC algorithm is  also robust, as i t  s t i l l  works 
well when the dynamic matrix does not accurately represent the process.




This research has studied three aspects of the double e ffec t heat in ­
tegrated d is t il la t io n .
1. A study of the economic p ro f ita b ili ty  of the double e ffec t heat in ­
tegrated d is t il la t io n  and selection of the most economic configura­
tion from the four d iffe re n t configurations.
2. Design of a complete model of dynamic simulation to study the proc­
ess control of the double e ffec t heat integrated d is t il la t io n , and
3. A comparison of the performances of the four d iffe re n t control 
schemes, which are, the energy balance control scheme, the material 
balance control scheme, the modified material balance control 
scheme, and Ryskamp's control scheme, and two d iffe re n t control a l­
gorithms, which are feedback PI algorithm and the Dynamic Matrix 
Control algorithms under floa ting  pressure operation.
The conclusions which have been drawn from th is  research are described 
in the following paragraphs.
-  188 -
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The economic p ro f ita b ili ty  of four d iffe re n t configurations of the 
double e ffec t d is t il la t io n  columns has been evaluated using the ASPEN 
PLUS process simulation program. The feed s p lit  (FS) configuration, the 
lig h t sp lit/reverse  heat integration (LS/R) configuration, and the lig h t  
split/forw ard  heat integration (LS/F) configuration are a ll  very p ro f it ­
able. The payout time to invest in an additional column with heat in te ­
gration is less than one year. However, only the feed s p lit  
configuration was chosen fo r the process control study since i t  has less 
interactions and is more generally applicable. The feed s p lit  config­
uration is more p ro fitab le  when the methanol composition in the feed is  
higher, the pressure in the high pressure column is  lower, and the prod­
uct compositions are purer. .The feed s p lit  configuration is  also more 
pro fitab le  when a narrow boiling point mixture is  separated.
A dynamic simulation program for the ve rific a tio n  of d iffe re n t con­
tro l schemes was designed; i t  uses the Gear's im p lic it integrator to get 
a dynamic solution. The program which is  a complete model fo r d is t i l la ­
tion has features to calculate the thermodynamic properties using noni­
deal solution models, to allow the column pressure to vary with time, to 
handle multicomponent systems, and to model the tray hydraulics. The 
system includes not only double-effect columns but also the common heat 
exchanger, reb o ile r, and condenser. The con tro lle r equations fo r four 
d iffe re n t control schemes and two d iffe re n t control algorithms are a ll  
incorporated.
The DMC algorithm, in th is  research, was applied to a process as com­
plex as the double e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns which has
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
four manipulated and four controlled variables. The DMC contro ller is 
superior to the PI controllers fo r both the EBC and MBC schemes in terms 
of both the contro ller performance and the ease of tuning. The perform­
ances fo r Ryskamp's scheme using both the DMC and PI algorithms are very 
close. Using the PI con tro lle rs , the rank of superiority of the control 
schemes in descending order is  Ryskamp's scheme, the EBC scheme, the mo­
d ifie d  MBC scheme, and the MBC scheme. Using the DMC con tro llers , the 
rank of superiority of the control schemes in descending order is  the 
EBC scheme, Ryskamp's control scheme, and the MBC scheme. The DMC con­
tro lle rs  using the EBC scheme and Ryskamp's control scheme generally 
perform better than the PI contro llers using d iffe re n t control schemes. 
However, the DMC con tro lle r using the MBC scheme performs worse than the 
PI controllers using e ith er Ryskamp's control scheme or the EBC scheme. 
Although th is  research compares the DMC con tro lle r with the feedback PI 
con tro lle r for columns with product separations (0 .95 , 0 .05 ), the DMC 
co n tro lle r should s t i l l  be superior fo r columns with higher product sep­
arations. Moreover, the DMC performance does not deteriorate when the 
product separation is  increased from (0 .9 5 , 0.05) to (0 .9 7 , 0 .03 ). All 
the compositions are s t i l l  under control, however they are noisy, when 
the process model gains are only h a lf of the correct values.
This simulation also showed a non-monotonic response in the bottom 
composition loop and an inverse response in the d is t i l la te  composition 
loop fo r the step increase of heat input when the MBC scheme is  applied 
in the low purity column. The non-monotonic response makes the RGM 
analysis unreliable. The results of the RGM analysis show that the MBC 
scheme would have less interaction between the controllers than the EBC
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scheme does. However, the EBC scheme results in better contro ller per­
formance fo r columns with both higher and lower product separations. 
This research showed the superior performance of the m ultivariable Dy­
namic Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm. As a re s u lt, excellent contro ller 
performance is achieved because the DMC algorithm can fu lly  predict the 
dynamics of the non-monotonic response and deal with i t .
The flo a tin g  pressure operation is  a re lia b le  strategy according to 
the results of simulation. The characteristics of self-regu lation  of 
pressure is  also observed.
This research also shows .that the au x ilia ry  rebo iler fo r the double 
e ffe c t heat integrated columns is  not required. For heat integrated co­
lumns, Tyreus and Luyben (1976) used the au x ilia ry  rebo ile r at the low 
pressure column to decouple the two columns, and thereby decreasing en­
ergy saving. This simulation indicates that the con tro ller works well 
at the existing operating conditions with no requirement of the a u x ilia ­
ry reb o ile r.
6.2 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A study of the e ffe c t of measurement dead time w ill be more re a lis ­
t ic .  The analyzer dead time in th is  research is assumed to be zero. 
The resu lt in th is  research shows that the EBC scheme is  indeed superior
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to the MBC scheme in both high and low product separations of the col­
umn. The result is in accordance with what McAvoy and Weischedel (1980) 
found out that the EBC scheme is  superior to the MBC scheme when the an­
alyzer dead time is short. However, they also claimed that the MBC 
scheme is  superior when the analyzer dead time is s ign ifican t.
The present dynamic system can be extended to study the following 
system:
1. Consider close-boiling mixtures,
2. Consider multicomponent mixtures on tra in  heat integrated columns,
3. Consider pressure-sensitive azeotropic mixtures,
4. Consider pressure-compensated temperature control instead of d irect 
composition control, and
5. Consider pressure drop through the trays, flooding l im it ,  and system
pressure lim its  in the models.
Recall that Figure 5-10 shows that the pressure in the high pressure 
column is  increased to twice the orig inal value when the product compo­
sition  setpoints are changed from (0 .9 5 , 0.05) to (0 .97 , 0 .03 ). Thus 
there needs to be a constraint on the maximum allowable pressure on the 
column. The study of the Quadratic Dynamic Matrix Control algorithm  
(QDMC) thus becomes necessary.
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Speaking of the control algorithm, the predictive DMC algorithm is 
shown better than the feedback PI algorithm in terms of the contro ller 
performance. The inclusion of adaptive feature to the predictive DMC 
algorithm should be studied.




= the condenser heat-transfer area, m .
A u reb
2
= the rebo ile r heat transfer area, m .
Asec
2
= the cross-sectional area of the tra y , m .
Bi = the bottom product rate of column i ,  kgmole/s.
Cmc = the heat capacitance of the condenser tubes,
J/kg-K.
Cmr = the heat capacitance of the rebo iler tubes,
J/kg-K.
D = flow signal of the d is t i l la te ,  or d is t i l la te ,
kgmole/s.
D. t ,max = the d is t i l la te  when the con tro lle r output is  at
i ts  maximum, kgmole/s.
° s , i = the designed flow of the d is t i l la te ,  kgmole/s.
Di = the flow signal of the d is t i l la te ,  kgmole/s.
ei = the error at the ith  in te rv a l.
en = the error signal at the nth sampling time.
Brr ,n = the error at the nth sampling time.
Brr ,n -1 = the error at the (n - l ) th  sampling time.
Fqb = the flow rate of the steam, kgmole/s.
Fqc = the coolant flow ra te , kgmole/s.
Bi ,n t ( i ) + l = the molar enthalpy of the vapor leaving the base
of column i ,  J/kgmole.
H. . = the molar enthalpy of the vapor leaving tray  ji >0
of column i ,  J/kgmole.
Hss = the in le t  molar enthalpy of the steam,
-  194 -
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J/kgmole.
h. = the in le t  molar enthalpy of the liq u id  in the
base of column i ,  J/kgmole.
h. . = the molar enthalpy of the liqu id  on tray  j  of
column i ,  J/kgmole.
hs(T s) = the molar enthalpy of the condensate as i t
leaves the steam trap , J/kgmole.
h, . = the molar enthalpy of the coolant entering thelw ,m  3
condenser, J/kgmole. 
hlw Qut = the molar enthalpy of the coolant leaving the
condenser, J/kgmole.
K = Xf /(1 -X f ) .  .
K, . = the re flux  drum level con tro ller gain fo r column i .b lc ,i 3
Kc = the proportional gain.
Kcjx(. . = the d is t i l la te  analyzer con tro ller gain
fo r column i .
K^x(. . = the bottom analyzer con tro ller gain fo r column i .
K. . . = the equilibrium  coeffic ien t fo r each component k
a t tray  j  of column i .
K, = feedforward gain.I ,mat
Kp = process gain.
L.. nt = the liq u id  rate from tray nt column i ,
kgmole/s.
L . = the level of the accumulator for-column i .a , i
L . = the level of the base fo r column i .b ,i
Lf  . = the liq u id  feed to column i ,  kgmole/s.
' J
L. . = the liq u id  rate from tray j  of column i ,
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kgmole/s.
Mi = the holdup of liqu id  in the column base, kgmole.
Mi q = the holdup at zero flow, kgmole.
Mi  ̂ = the holdup of liqu id  in the reflux drum, kgmole.
Mi  ̂ q = the holdup of liqu id  in the. reflux drum when
the reflux is  zero, kgmole.
M. . = the holdup of liq u id  in the reflux drum wheni,d,max K M
the level is maximum, kgmole.
M̂.  ̂ set -  the setpoint of holdup of liqu id  in the reflux  
drum, kgmole.
M. . = the holdup of liq u id  on tray j  of column i ,
kgmole.
Mi j  q = the liqu id  holdup at zero flow, kgmole.
nE = the theoretical number of stages.
n f ( i )  = the feed tray of column i .
n t ( i )  = the number of trays of column i .
Nss = the number of in terval to reach steady state.
Pi = the pressure in column i ,  N/m .
2
P$ = the pressure in steam chest, N/m .
Q. . = the heat input of column i ,  J /s .D, 1
Q . = the heat removal of column i ,  J /s .
C»T
R = signal of the re flu x , kgmole/s.
Rg = gas constant,N-m/kgmole-K.
Ri = the reflux rate of column i ,  kgmole.
R. . = the flow signal out of the level con tro lle r for
column i .
R. = the reflux when the contro ller output is  at its*i y max
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maximum, kgmole.
= the signal from the level con tro lle r, kgmole.
S = separation factor.
T = temperature, K.
tg = process dead time, s.
Ti = the temperature in the reboiler and the base of
column i ,  K.
T. = the temperature in the condenser of column i ,  K.
I y C
T . = the con tro lle r integral time, s.
G U I
T jxc .. = the con tro lle r integral time fo r d is t i l la te
composition of column i ,  s.
T^xc . = the con tro lle r integral time fo r bottom
composition of column i ,  s.
Tco1 = the coolant temperature in the condenser, K.
t .  = the time at the ith  in te rv a l, s.
T. = the contro ller integral time, s.
T. . = the temperature on tray j  of column i ,  K.
* »J
T$ = the temperature of the steam outside the rebo iler
tubes, K.
T   = the sampling in te rv a l, s.samp J
2
Uc = the condenser heat-transfer c o e ffic ie n t, J/m -K.
AUj  ̂ = the change in the manipulated variable fo r
d is t i l la te  con tro lle r of column i ,  kgmole/s.
U, . = the manipulated variable of reflux  level con tro lle r
*
of column i ,  kgmole/s.
AUn = the change in the manipulated variable at
sample n.
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Ureb = the overall heat transfer co e ffic ien t of the
2
reb o ile r, J/s-m -K.
V = the vapor ra te , kgmole/s.
Vi = the vapor rate into the base of column i ,  kgmole/s.
3
-j = the to ta l vapor volume of column i ,  m .
Vf  . = the vapor feed to column i ,  kgmole/s.
• * *
V. , = vapor rate entering the condenser of column i ,
* > *
kgmole/s.
V- b = the vapor condensed of column i ,  kgmole/s.
V. - = the vapor rate from tray j  of column i ,* > J
kgmole/s.
* i  n t ( i ) + l  k = t *le m0"'e ^ract1' on component k in the base 
of column i .
= key composition in bottom product.
= key composition in d is t i l la te .
X  ̂ = key composition in feed.
X  ̂ .  ̂ = the mole fraction of component k in the liqu id
feed to column i .
X.j b ̂  = "the mole fraction of key component on the
top of column i .
Xi d ^ setj  = the setpoint of the mole fraction  of the 
key component.
X. . . = the mole fraction  of component k in the liqu id
• » J ) ^
of tray j  column i .
Xi n t( . j )+2  ̂ = the mole fraction  of key component in the base 
of column i .
Yi  ̂ = the mole fraction  of component k in the vapor
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stream leaving the base of column i .
Yf  . . = the mole fraction  of component k in the vapor
T , i , K
feed to column i .
Y. . . = the mole fraction  of component k in the vapor1 y J , K
leaving tray j  column i .
Z = feed composition of lig h t component.
Greek Symbols




p.  . = the molar liq u id  density, kg/m .i * J
u. = the weighting factor fo r the ith  controlled
variab le .
t . = the con tro ller integral time fo r reflux level
co n tro lle r, s.
i .  = process time constant fo r the j th  loop, s.
J
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. Appendix A 
MODEL PARAMETERS
(1) The physical properties used in th is  program are extracted 
from Cast Pure Compound Data Bank (Reid, Sherwood, and 
Prausnitz, 1977).
(2 ) The binary interaction parameters of the Wilson equation to 
calculate the a c tiv ity  coeffic ients are referred to 
'Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium Data Collection1 (Gmehling, 1982).
Wilson equation:




is  an energy parater characterizing the interaction of 
molecule i with molecule j




le t  methanol be 1, water be 2.
then,
VL,2 18.07
= 1 n = -0.813
VL,1 40.73
-  200  -
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a21 =   = 0-813
VL,2
A12 107.383
b12  -------------------------     -54.04
R 1.987
A21 469.55
b21  ----------- --- -  ------------= -236.31
R 1.987
(3 ) The heat transfer coeffic ients fo r heat exchanger
reboiler 400. BTU /  (°F  hr f t 2)
condenser 200. BTU /  ( F hr f t 2)
°  2common heat exchanger 800. BTU /  ( F hr f t  )
(4 ) The u t i l i t y  prices
steam SO.0025/lb
cooling water SO.00012/lb
e le c tr ic ity  S0.08/kw
The above u t i l i t y  prices are suggested by the Aspen Plus 
Costing Manual, page 2-34, (1984).










a = 0.4278 
b = 0.0867





The working equations are in term of com pressibility
A 2 A 2
Z3 -  Z2 + BP( BP -  1 ) Z  (BP)2 = 0
B B
A2 BP
* .  = exp[Zy -  1 -  ln (Zv -  BP)  ln ( l  + ------- )]
B Zv
3A2 BP




A = I A ^ . , Ai = (--------)°-5
i= l  P T 2-5c r
c 0.0867
B = X B.y.. , Bi = ---------
1=1 PcTr
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The liq u id  enthalpy is  calculated from the following equation.
203
H|_ Hv + ( HSV~HV  ̂ + ^HSL~HSV  ̂ + ^HL~HSL^
where
Hy = ideal gas molar enthalpy
H$v-Hv = pressure correction for vapor to saturatured pressure 
Hsl-Hsv = la te n t heat of vaporization
= correction to liqu id  for pressure in excess of 
saturation pressure
can be calculated d ire c tly  from the departure enthalpy. hl' hsl is  
neglected at low pressure. HSL'HSV ls  the vaporization energy, i . e . ,
AHy; i ts  variations with temperature are correlated by the Watson
equation:
H r , !
4HV,2 = 4HV,1 <---------- > ° '38
H M
where
Tr  ̂ = reduced temperature at normal boiling  point
Tr 2 = reduced temperature at
AHv  ̂ = vaporization energy a t normal boiling  point 
AHy g = vaporization energy at Tr  ^
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Appendix C 
TWO EXEC FILES FOR PROGRAM EXECUTION
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Two exec f i le s ,  dist95 and fe95, are used to execute the program e i­
ther on lin e  or in batch mode fo r low purity columns, are lis ted  as fo l­
lows. S im ila rly , dist985 and fe985 are used fo r high purity columns.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  Hr******** * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  at * * * * * * * * * * *  J
/ *  d ist95: V
/ *  Command to be submitted to the batch machine to execute the * /
/ *  m ultiple d is t il la t io n  column dynamic simulation * /
me = "CMLIN"
"CP LINK" me "191 199 RR RCMS"
"ACCESS 199 c/a"
"CP LINK MAINT 319 219 RR RCMS"
"ACCESS 219 P/P"
"CP LINK CMCHE 191 051 RR RCMS"
"ACCESS 051 E/A"
"cp spool pu" me
"GLOBAL TXTLIB CMSLIB VFORTLIB UTILITY ADMGLIB admplib ADMNLIB"
"global loadlib  vflo d lib"
/ *  compile the program and s ta rt execution * /
program = "chen"
"FORTVS" program
"FI FT02F001 DISK CAST DATABANK E ( XTENT 500"
"FI FT05F001 DISK mulcol data c"
"FI FT09F001 DISK ssdist data c"
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"F I FT17F001 DISK fu l la  data c"
"FI FT10F001 DISK ssout output a"
"FI FT03F001 DISK conout output a"
"FI FT06F001 DISK" program "output a (Tree! 132 "
"LOAD" program "(START"
/ *  p rin t the results to reader of cm!in 
"cp spool p rin te r to" me 
"punch conout output a"
"prin t" program "output a"
"punch ssout output a"
EXIT
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
FE95:
Command to execute in te ra c tive ly  the dynamic simulation program 
of m ultiple e ffe c t heat integrated d is t il la t io n  columns
TRACE OFF
ARG program input output "(" tx t l ib s  ")"
"global loadlib  v flo d lib "
"L" program "FORTRAN *"
"FORTVS" PROGRAM
SAY "ONE MOMENT PLEASE , ............"
"FI FT02F001 DISK CAST DATABANK E (XTENT 500"
"FI FT05F001 DISK mulcol data b "
"FI FT09F001 DISK ssdist data b "
"FI FT17F001 DISK fu lla  data b "
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"FI FT10F001 DISK ssout output a"
"FI FT03F001 DISK conout output a "
"FI FT06F001 DISK chen output a "
"GLOBAL TXTLIB CMSLIB VFORTLIB UTILITY ADMGLIB admplib aDMNLIB" 
tx t l ib s
"LOAD" program "(START"
EXIT
The input/output filenames are documented as follows.
chen fortran:
The main program of dynamic simulation.
mulcol data : 
mulco!98 data :
The in i t ia l  guess of steady state solution of the 
m ultiple e ffe c t d is t il la t io n  columns. 
mulcol98 : fo r product p urities  at (0 .985, 0.015). 
mulcol : fo r product purities  at (0 .9 5 , 0 .05 ).
ssout output:
The f in a l converged steady state solution of the 
m ultiple e ffe c t d is t il la t io n  columns.
ssdist data :
The in i t ia l  steady state input f i l e  fo r dynamic 
simulation of the multiple e ffe c t columns.
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This f i l e  represents d iffe re n t f i le s  upon d iffe re n t  
cases:
ssebc95 : fo r EBC scheme a t (0 .9 5 , 0.05)
ssmbc95 : fo r MBC scheme a t (0 .9 5 , 0.05)
ssrys95 : fo r Ryskamp's scheme at (0 .95 , 0.05) 
ssen985 : fo r EBC scheme at (0 .985, 0.015)
ssma985 : fo r MBC scheme at (0 .985, 0.015)
fu l l  a data :
This f i l e  represents d iffe re n t f i le s  upon d iffe re n t  
cases:
edmc95 : dynamic matrix fo r EBC scheme.
mdmc95 : dynamic matrix fo r MBC scheme.
rdmc95 : dynamic matrix fo r Ryskamp's control scheme.
conout data :
The fin a l output of dynamic simulation which is  used 
fo r the input of the p lo tting  program.
chen output :
The readable output of program 'chen fo r tra n '.
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Appendix D
DESIGN VALUES OF SOME VARIABLES IN THE SIMULATION
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The design values fo r some variables in the dynamic simulation pro­
gram are lis ted  below.
WHR : The weir height in the enriching section, 0.02 m
WHS : The weir height in the stripping section, 0.02 m
DR : The diameter in the enriching section, 0.7 m
DS : The diameter in the stripping section, 1.0 m
3
VC0L: The volume fo r each column, 7.5 m
3
MDV : The reflux drum volume of column 1, 0.08 m
3
The reflux drum volume of column 2, 0.04 m
3
MBV : The base volume of column 1, 0.055 m
3
The base volume of column 2, 0.05 m
O
The heat capacity fo r cast iron is  0.1054 BTU/(lb F) (Kern, Process 
Heat Transfer). Assume that the weights of both rebo iler tubes and con­
denser tubes are 12.21 kg, so the heat capacitances are:
C : 5440. J/°Kmr
C : 5440. J/°Kme
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